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Zusammenfassung
Ein komplexes Plasma ist eine Suspension von nano- bis mikrometergro¨ßen Staubteilchen in
einem Plasma mit Ionen, Elektronen und neutralen Gasmoleku¨le. Die Staubteichen erhalten
einige tausend von Elektronen-Ladungen durch die Aufnahme von umgebenden Elektronen und
Ionen, folglich interagieren diese u¨ber ein dynamisch abgeschirmtes Coulomb-Potential.
Staubpartikel in einem komplexen Plasma ko¨nnen durch eine niedrige Frequenz mit elek-
trostatischer Verzerrung gesteuert werden. Wir untersuchten die Transportgeschwindigkeiten
der Teilchen, indem wir Frequenz und Phase von der angelegten Spannung einer segmentierten
Elektrode modulierten. Wir benutzen zudem eine Molekulardynamik-Simulation die unsere ex-
perimentellen Beobachtungen wiedergab, unter den gleichen Bedingungen wie in unabha¨ngigen
“Particle-in-cell”-Simulationen. Wir fanden, dass der Transport von Staubteilchen durch nieder-
frequente Modulation in unseren Simulationen in guter U¨bereinstimmung mit den experimentellen
Befunden ist. So ist es zum Einen ein Ziel dieser Arbeit eine potentielle Technik zu erarbeiten,
die zum Problem der Staub-Kontamination in Plasma-Processing-Reaktoren beitra¨gt und zum
Anderen soll ein Setup entworfen werden, in dem große zwei-dimensionale Systeme aus komplexen
Plasmen untersucht werden knnen, sodass Radeffekte zu vernachla¨ssigen sind.
Dann gingen wir daran, die Nicht-Additivita¨t eines komplexen Plasmas mit zwei verschiede-
nen Gro¨ßen von Staubpartikeln (bina¨re komplexe Plasmen) zu studieren. Fu¨r Staubteilchen vom
Typ 1 und Typ 2 ist die 1-2 (Inter-Spezies-) Wechselwirkung immer mehr repulsiv als das ge-
ometrische Mittel von 1-1- und 2-2- Wechselwirkungen. Diese Asymmetrie in der gegenseitigen
Wechselwirkung wird als positiv nicht-additiv bezeichnet. Wir fanden heraus, dass zwei Typen
von Teilchen in fluid-fluid-Phasen separieren; das Wachstum hierbei folgt einem einfachen Poten-
zgesetz mit einem Exponenten von rund 1/3 bis die Sta¨rke der Kopplung gering genug ist, um
dann, in guter U¨bereinstimmung dem Lifshitz-Slyozov-Wachstumsgesetz fu¨r das initiale diffuse
Regime der Phasenseparation zu folgen. Wir benutzen Langevin-Dynamik-Simulationen um den
Einfluss von nicht-additiver Wechselwirkung auf die “Lane-Formation” zu testen. Wir zeigten
ein Crossover aus normalen Modus-Laning zu einer Entmischung dominieren Modus-Laning. Zu-
dem fanden wir, dass die “Lane-Formation” stark durch die exakte ra¨umliche Konfigurationen
beeinflusst wird, bei einem erheblichen Kontakt-Moment zwischen zwei verschiedenen komplexen
Plasmen.
Wir verwendeten auch Hydrodynamik, um die Entwicklung von Mach-Kegeln in komplexen
Plasmen in untersuchen. Unser Hydrodynamik-modell konnte die Kompressions-Wellen in Mach-
Kegeln, die in Experimenten an Bord der Internationalen Raumstation beobachte wurden, erkla¨ren.
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Abstract
A complex plasma is a suspension of nano- to micron-sized dust particles immersed in a
plasma with ions, electrons and neutral gas molecules. Dust particles acquire a few thou-
sands of electron charges by absorbing the surrounding electrons and ions, and consequently
interact with each other via a dynamically-screened Coulomb potential.
Dust particles in a complex plasma can be controlled through a low frequency electro-
static distortion. We studied the transport velocity of the particles as we modulate the
frequency and phase of the applied voltage by a segmented electrode. We used molec-
ular dynamics to simulate our experimental observations, using plasma conditions from
independent particle-in-cell simulations. We found that the transport of dust particles
controlled by low-frequency modulation in our simulations are in good agreement with our
experimental findings. This work is in the aim of, on one hand, providing a potential tech-
nique for addressing the dust contamination issues in plasma processing reactors and on
the other hand, providing a setup for investigating large two-dimensional complex plasma
systems where boundary effects can be avoided.
We then proceeded to study the non-additivity effect in a complex plasma containing
two different sizes of dust particles (binary complex plasma). For dust particles of type 1
and 2, the 1-2 (inter-species) interaction is always more repulsive than the geometric mean
of 1-1 and 2-2 interactions. This asymmetry in the mutual interaction is called positive non-
additivity. We used Langevin dynamics simulations for the Yukawa interacting particles
characterized by positive non-additivity. We found that the two types of particles can
separate into fluid-fluid phases and the growth of characteristic domain length follows a
simple power law with an exponent of about 1/3 until the coupling strength is small enough,
which is in a good agreement with the Lifshitz-Slyozov growth law for the initial diffusive
regime of phase separation. We then used Langevin dynamics simulations to probe the
influence of non-additive interactions on lane formation. We revealed a crossover from
normal laning mode to a demixing dominated laning mode. In addition, we found that
the lane formation is strongly influenced by the exact spatial configurations at the very
moment of contact between two different complex plasmas.
We also used hydrodynamics to model the evolution of Mach cones in complex plasmas.
The hydrodynamic model was able to reproduce a compressional-wave Mach cone observed
onboard the International Space Station.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Complex plasma
Plasma is one of the four classical states of matter [41]; the other three states are solid,
liquid and gas. When a solid is heated to its melting temperature, it turns into a liquid.
When a liquid is heated to its boiling temperature, it turns into a gas. When a gas is heated
to its ionization temperature, the gas atoms dissociate themselves into free electrons and
heavier positive ions – collectively known as plasma. Plasma was first identified by Sir
William Crookes (see picture in Fig. 1.1a) in 1879 and described as radiant matter [28].
The term of plasma was first assigned to describe an ionized gas by Lewi Tonks and Irving
Langmuir (see picture in Fig. 1.1b) in 1929 [167].
A complex plasma is different to a normal plasma in that it contains an additional
ingredient – dust particles [19, 40, 118, 130, 151, 152, 168, 169]. The dust particles, typically
micron-sized, could absorb or lose electrons from or to their environment depending on the
conditions. Compared to ions and electrons, the dust particles oscillate at a much lower
frequency and their dynamics are much easier to observe. Because of this, complex plasma
also provides a unique opportunity to study many phenomena in real time.
The field of complex plasmas has been attracting attentions since the observation of the
formation of spokes in Saturn’s B ring (see Fig. 1.2a), which was first observed by Voyager
spacecraft in 1981 [155] and by Cassini spacecraft [113] again in 2006. The appearance of
darkness in backscattered light and brightness in forward-scattering cannot be explained by
gravitational force alone, but are speculated to be composed of electrostatically levitated
dust particles inside a short-lived, dense plasma near the ring [45]. In 1994, a series of
experimental realizations of plasma crystal (charged dust particles form lattice structure
in a hexagonal shape, as can be seen in Fig. 1.2b) were reported in radio-frequency (RF)
discharge plasmas in laboratories [25, 59, 164]. At that time, it captured the interest of
many scientists because the introduction of dust particles brought new understanding to
plasma physics and solid state physics. Nowadays, complex plasma physics has developed
into a substantial research field in its own right and established its importance in both the
fundamental research (non-Newtonian liquids, self-organization at the kinetic level, phase
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.1: Two pioneers of plasma physics: (a) Picture of William Crookes from Ref. [177];
and, (b) Picture of Irving Langmuir from Linus pauling and the nature of the chemical bond:
A documentary history website.
transitions etc.) and the applications (particle contamination in plasma processes, such as
etching, thin film deposition and fusion devices) [118].
1.1.1 Examples of complex plasmas
Complex plasma in space
Complex plasmas are ubiquitous in space environments [159]. In the early days, the space
plasmas containing dust particles started to draw attention of astronomers about a century
ago because they obscure objects which astronomers want to observe [168]. When the field
of infrared astronomy began in the late 60’s, those previously annoying dust particles
were realized to be important for astrophysical processes, such as the formation of stars
and planets [168]. The study of dust particles then became an important research topic
in many branches of astronomy and astrophysics [49, 175]. In Fig. 1.3a, dust particles
distributed in the spiral arms from a face view of the Whirlpool Galaxy (also known as
M51). The Sombrero Galaxy (also known as M104) in the constellation Virgo is a spiral
galaxy with a huge amount of dust particles forming a prominent ring as can be seen in
an edge-on view in Fig. 1.3b. According to the infrared spectroscopy from Ref. [16], the
dust ring is the primary site of star formation within this galaxy.
The interstellar space is also filled with a huge amount of gas and dust particles [172].
In some regions of space, when the concentration of gas and particles is high enough, clouds
form. Most of the time these clouds are very thin so that they are invisible. At other times
they are dense enough to be seen and are called nebulae, such as the Carina Nebula in Fig.
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.2: Two important events for complex plasma: (a) The observation of the formation
of spokes in Saturn’s B ring. Credit: Cassini Imaging Team, ISS, JPL, ESA, NASA; and,
(b) The experimental discovery of “plasma crystal” in a RF discharge plasma by Hubertus
Thomas et al. The white dots are dust particles imaged by camera with laser scattering
technique. Hexagonal lattice structure are evident in the figure. Reproduced from Ref.
[165].
1.3c, which reveals radiant dust and brilliant star clusters. A nebula will either absorb or
reflect the starlight. It was theoretically estimated that without the presence of cosmic
dusts, the Milky Way would shine so brightly that human beings could read books at night
on the Earth.
In our own solar system, dust particles can be found in the zodiacal light, the planetary
rings, and comet tails. The existence of dust in the early solar nebula has been advocated by
the Nobel Laureate Hannes Alfve´n in 1954 [62]. The coagulation of the dust particles in the
solar nebula leads to the formation of planetesimals from which comets and planets started
to form. The origins of the dust particles in the solar system are mainly micrometeoroids
and space debris. The properties of such dust particles depends on their origins and
surroundings. Dust particles in a number of different regions of our solar system will be
briefly presented in the following paragraphs.
Dust in comet: A comet is a relatively small, rocky, and icy body in the Solar
System. When it is close enough to the Sun, a visible coma and sometimes also a tail
can be displayed, due to the effects of solar radiation and the solar wind upon the nucleus
of the comet. Comet nuclei are collections of ice and dust, ranging from a few hundred
meters to tens of kilometers [62].
Dust in zodiacal light: This phenomenon was first investigated by astronomer Gio-
vanni Domenico Cassini in 1683. Zodiacal light is faint because the sunlight scattered by
cosmic dust in the zodiacal cloud can easily be concealed by either moonlight or light pol-
lution. Though the zodiacal light decreases in intensity with distance from the Sun, it is
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 1.3: Examples of dusty plasmas in space: (a) The Whirlpool galaxy M51 contains
dust in its spiral arms (Courtesy NASA/ESA); (b) Dust rings of the Sombrero galaxy
M104, seen by Very Large Telescope, expressing a striking feature that huge amounts of
dust crosses in front of the bulge of the galaxy (Courtesy ESO); (c) Carina nebula reveals
glowing dust and brilliant star clusters (Courtesy NASA/ESA); and, (d) Comet Halley on
8 March 1986 (Courtesy Dr. William Liller).
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.4: Plasma processing related products in our daily life: (a) Fluorescent light bulb;
and, (b) iPhone, designed and marketed by Apple Inc, as an example of smartphones. The
inset shows the chips used inside the smartphone from plasma etching technologies.
still possible to observe it as a clear band shape on very dark nights. In fact, the zodiacal
light covers the entire sky, being responsible for 60% of the total skylight on a moonless
night.
Dust in planetary rings: Micron to sub-micron sized dust particles can be found in
the outer diffuse planetary rings of planets in our solar system, such as Jupiter, Saturn,
Uranus and Neptune [62]. The ring structure of Saturn was first found by the Voyager
and then confirmed by the Hubble Space Telescope and the Cassini spacecraft. One of the
most interesting features observed in the Saturn’s ring system was the Spokes in the B
ring as shown in Fig. 1.2a [45, 113, 155, 156]. The formation and evolution of spokes are
explained by Ref. [45]. Jupiter’s ring system, which is also formed by dust particles, was
discovered by Voyager 1 in 1979 and subsequently probed in details by Voyager 2. Besides,
comet dusts were found in Uranus and Neptune’s rings as well [50].
Dust in Earth’s atmosphere: Dust particles have been observed in the Earth’s at-
mosphere and often play an important role in several phenomena that they are involved
due to their abilities to reflect/absorb energy and to influence the dynamics of the atmo-
sphere, which potentially may lead to the climate changes [148]. One famous example is
the strong radar reflectivity of noctilucent cloud at frequencies from 50 MHz to 1.3 GHz.
This behavior might be due to the presence of ice particles in the Earth’s atmosphere being
coated with a very thin metal film, which makes the cloud more reflective to radar [142].
Dust on Lunar surface: The lunar surface is covered with a thin layer of dust
particles which is temporally exposed to solar wind plasma, and UV radiation. Thus the
dust particles are charged by absorbing electrons, ions and solar UV photons and stick
to any surface they approach. There are several observations that indicate that complex
plasma processes are responsible for the mobilization and transport of the lunar soil [26].
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Complex plasma in industry
The plasma processing poses a great importance in our daily life. High-pressure lamps
illuminate our streets and serve as light sources in modern data projectors; Fluorescent
light bulb used at homes as seen in Fig. 1.4a; chips of computers and smartphones as
seen in Fig. 1.4b are produced with plasma technologies; plasma-enhanced chemical vapor
deposition processes result in computer monitors and solar cells.
Plasma is important for three reasons in the semiconductor fabrication steps in the
production of semiconductor chips. For instance in etching process, firstly, electrons can
be used to dissociate and activate the input gas. Secondly, the etch rate can be enhanced
by ion bombardment, which can break the bonds on the surface or/and give energy to
processes for chemical reactions, allowing the etchant atoms, usually Cl or F, to combine
with substrate atoms to form volatile molecules. And thirdly, the electric field of the
plasma sheath straightens the orbits of the bombarding ions so that the etching can be
anisotropic, allowing the creation of features approaching nanometer dimensions. However,
dust particles up to µm size can be grown in plasma because there are many precursors for
the particles to grow from many reactions. Grown dust particles are notorious in plasma-
assisted processing because they introduce defects into the final products. For instance,
dust particles grown (as shown in Fig. 1.5a) inside the plasma device formed ring structures
on top of the wafers [143]. When the plasma is turned off, the particles may fall onto the
wafer, contaminating it. A scanning electron microscope (SEM) images taken in Hitachi
has shown how the photoresist patterns were damaged by dust particles (as shown in Figs.
1.5b and 1.5c). Although great attentions had been paid to minimize dust contamination
of the clean room, it was discovered that the particles actually formed and grew inside
the plasma chamber: grown particles formed from chemically reactive gases; fragments
chipped off by etching; macroscopic particles due to sputtering [19, 143]. In 1986, Spears
et al. reported that a silane plasma was contaminated by micron-sized particles visualized
using laser light scattering [158]. Subsequently it was reported that in plasma enhanced
chemical vapor deposition, grown dust particles may decrease the deposition rate and the
quality of the silicon film [149]. Nowadays dust particles have been commonly understood
as one of the major contamination issues. The removal of such particles poses a major
technological challenge [145] for plasma-assisted processing and will be the very issue that
we try to address in chapter 2, where a new technique will be proposed and tested for
particle removal in a plasma device.
Complex plasma in nuclear fusion devices
Similar as in industry, dust particles are noxious in fusion devices as well. The presence of
dust in nuclear fusion devices, mainly due to plasma-wall interactions, can lead to numerous
safety and operational issues [170, 178] including high chemical reactivity of dust, tritium
retention1 and transport by dust, plasma contamination with dust material, discharge
termination by large particles, damage of the first wall and diagnostic instruments by
1Radioactive tritium are captured and trapped in the dust particles.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 1.5: Dust particles in semiconductor manufacturing and fusion devices: (a) Dust
particles forming rings on top of the silicon wafers in a plasma processing device. (Inset) An
electron microscope image of a 20 µm diameter particle from such a dust cloud. Reproduced
from Refs. [108, 143]; (b) An electron microscope image taken by Kobayashi in Hitachi
of photoresist pattern damage due to the collision with dust particles. Reproduced from
Ref. [83]; (c) An electron microscope image taken by Kobayashi in Hitachi of photoresist
pattern damage due to the collision with dust particles. Reproduced from Ref. [83]; and,
(d) Iron particles from fusion device. Reproduced from Ref. [178].
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high speed dust particles, etc. [117, 154]. According to recent statistics by Rosanvallon
and co-workers [134], the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is
expected to produce 100 kg tungsten, 100 kg beryllium and 200 kg carbon dust particles
during one year of operation. Particles are often found in the bottom of fusion devices after
operations. An iron spherical particles from fusion device is presented as an example in
Fig. 1.5d. The particles not only consist of fragments of the wall or debris from diagnostic
devices, but also of very fine grained particles. Dust particles may retain a large fraction
of hydrogen which will lead to considerable tritium inventories. The thermophoretic forces
or repetitive evaporation and condensation may lead to accumulation of dust particles at
cold areas and the migrations of dust particles may fill spaces unexpectedly and hence
lead to safety issues [178]. The particle speed in a fusion device may go beyond km/s
(hypervelocity regime) according to the study by Morfill et al. [117] with silica aerogel for
dust capture experiments. This kind of fast dust particles has been commonly agreed as a
severe safety issue and the dust contamination problem in fusion device has not yet been
fully resolved.
1.1.2 Basic properties of complex plasmas
In this section, the basic properties of complex plasmas will be discussed, starting from
important physical quantities, spatial and temporal scales, and closing by a short summary.
Laboratory experiments in complex plasmas are often performed in low-temperature
plasmas with ionization rate normally 1. Normally the electron temperature goes up to
a few eV, while the temperature of ions and neutral gas are usually at room temperature
(300 K).
When dust particles are introduced into a plasma, they will be charged (The details of
charging mechanisms is shown in Appendix A.) and afterwards shielded by a charge cloud
with a characteristic length of Debye length λD, which describes the combined shielding
effect of electrons and ions [22]. Another two important length scale in complex plasmas
are dusty particle radius rd and the average inter-particle distance a. a is determined by
the number density of dust particles nd as a = (4pind/3)
−1/3 and is also called Wigner-
Seitz radius. Normally rd  λD holds in complex plasma experiemnts, one can treat the
dust from a particle dynamics point of view when rd  λD < a, in which case it is just
isolated shielded dust particles in a plasma. Otherwise, collective effect of dust particles
is no longer negligible when rd  a < λD, in which case the mixture of dust particles and
background plasma can be treated as fluid [151]. In order to obtain λD, Poisson equation is
solved within the framework of far-field approximations, assuming Boltzmann distribution
of electrons and ions. According to Refs. [22, 150], λD is given by
1
λ2D
=
1
λ2De
+
1
λ2Di
, (1.1)
where λDe =
√
Te/(4pinee2) and λDi =
√
Ti/(4pinie2) are the electron and ion Debye
length, respectively, Te and Ti are the electron and ion temperature in the unit of eV , ne
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and ni are the densities of electrons and ions. In the case of low temperature plasmas and
assuming dust particles are negatively charged, one has Te  Ti and ne  ni, namely,
λDe  λDi, which leads to λD ' λDi. This means that the build-up shielding distance
mainly depends on ions (Ti and ni). On the other hand, the ions in the sheath
2 are directed
towards the wall with high velocity and contribute much less for shielding dust particles
than the electrons in this case, thus we have λD ' λDe. Under typical parameters in
complex plasma experiments, such as Te = 3 eV, Ti = 300 K and ni ' ne = 109 cm−3, one
has λDi = 37.8 µm, λDe = 407.2 µm, and λD = 37.6 µm. It is worthy mentioning that,
any deviation from equal densities of electrons and ions tend to be smoothed by Debye
shielding. Therefore, a plasma instinctually tends to be quasineutral. The equilibrium
quasineutrality [152] condition in complex plasma is expressed as
ne ± Zdnd = Zini, (1.2)
where Zd is the number of elementary charge on a single dust particle. In the case of nega-
tively charged dust particles, the sign before Zdnd is “+”. Zi is the number of elementary
charge on a single ion and it is assumed that Zi = 1 in this thesis unless otherwise defined.
P = Zdnd/ne introduced by Havnes [55] is normally used to describe the strength of elec-
tron density depletion due to dust charging. When most of the ambient electrons around
a particle are bombarded onto the dust grain, one has Zdnd ∼ ni  ne (P  1), the
system can be treated as a two-component plasma, containing dust particles and positive
ions. It should be stressed that in this particular case, injecting new dust particles ends up
with sharing charge with other neighboring grains and consequently leads to the decrease
of charge on each particle. On the other hand, with small P (P  1), the dust particles
are isolated grains embedded in the plasma and no significant depletion of electrons takes
place. In the presence of UV light, dust particles can be positively charged (details in
Appendix A) and the sign before term Zdnd should be “−”.
Complex plasma as a many-particle systems can be in gas, liquid, and solid state even
at room temperature. Complex plasma system in thermodynamical equilibrium can be
characterized by two dimensionless parameters [118]. These are the coupling parameter Γ
and the screening parameter κ defined as
Γ =
|〈Vd〉|
〈Kd〉 =
Q2d
aTd
(1.3)
and
κ =
a
λD
, (1.4)
respectively, where Kd is the kinetic energy of a single particle, and Vd is the mean in-
teraction energy of two nearest neighbors. Interestingly, distinct values of Γ separate
qualitatively different behaviors of complex plasma: from weak coupling (ideal gas-like) at
2Sheath was named by Irving Langmuir to describe a positive space close to the walls generating
a potential barrier confining the electrons in the plasma, the resulting field decelerates the electrons
approaching the walls while accelerates the ions towards the walls [94].
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Γ 1, over fluid-like at 1 Γ Γc, to crystalline state at Γ Γc (Γc is the critical value
of Γ when crystal formation occurs because particles do not have sufficient kinetic energy
to escape from the local minima of the total potential. Examples of strongly correlated
complex plasma are plasma crystals in 2D [25, 59, 106, 164] and Yukawa balls in 3D [9, 10].
To summarize, we list the unique properties of complex plasmas under typical experi-
mental conditions as follows:
• Dust particles size is about rd ' 0.3 − 30 µm and hence are often individually
observable by laser scattering techniques. So physics in complex plasmas can be
studied at the individual particle level.
• The characteristic length scales (e.g., Debye length λD ' 20−200 µm, mean particle
separation a ' 1 − 2000 µm) are a few 100 µm so that complex plasma systems
are normally up to a few centimeters in size which allows three-dimensional optical
diagnostics.
• The characteristic dynamical time scales for dust particles τ ' 1/ωpd (e.g., frequency
of dust particle oscillations ωpd ' 1−100 Hz) are in the range of tens of milliseconds,
allowing full single-particle resolution of particle dynamics.
• Damping for dust particles due to dust-neutral collision is easily manipulated in
complex plasma experiments by modifying the pressure in the vacuum chamber,
which allows us to study from weakly damped system to relatively strongly damped
system.
• Different dimensions of complex plasma systems are accessible, which allows us to
study surface physics and mesoscopic physics (e.g., complex plasma films like Mem-
branes).
• The huge charge (with Zd in Eq.(1.2) ∼ 103 − 105 ) carried by dust particles result
in a high coupling strength between the dust particles, that can easily place complex
plasma in fluid or solid state by tuning the ambient plasma conditions, the inter-
particle distance and temperature of dust particles.
• Microparticles in complex plasmas can be manipulated in various ways: e.g., applying
external electric field or magnetic field, applying directed gas flow, heating up the
electrode for thermal gradients, or using laser radiation pressure force, etc.(see the
following section for more details)
1.2 Dust particle manipulation and removal in plasma
device
Dust particles have become a technologically important subject for plasma-assisted ma-
terial processing. In many cases, especially in the fabrication of electronic circuits, e.g.,
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plasma vapor deposition, grown dust particles can be considered as a main source of de-
fects in the final products. Therefore, the challenge to remove these fine particles is one of
the motivations for the extensive study of dusty plasma in recent decades [152]. Current
methods for particle manipulation will be reported in this section and forces can be used
for dust manipulation will be discussed in details as well.
1.2.1 Current particle manipulation methods
Methods for removing dust particles from processing plasmas have been investigated by
many authors [7, 15, 74, 75, 89, 97, 129, 135] by manipulating various forces acting on
them, such as gravitational force, ion drag force, neutral drag force, thermophoretic force
as well as laser radiation pressure force [152].
The NFP-Collector (Negatively charged fine particle collector) has been proposed for
collection and removal of fine particles in complex plasmas [89, 139]. The collector is a
simple electrode with a hole, which is biased with voltage higher than the floating potential
in plasmas. Microparticles, immersing in plasmas, approach the collector in the presence
of force balance among particles, being pulled into the collector. Similar technique has
been used by simply inserting a positively biased metal tube into the plasma during the
preparation of silicon dioxide thin films in a plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition
reactor [146]. This system effectively removes particles during operation and provides clean
film without particle contamination. However the particle removal system reduces the rate
of film growth by about 40%.
O’Hanlon and co-workers have shown theoretically and experimentally that the neutral
drag force induced by a directed gas flow can be strong enough to remove particles from
their trap locations [129]. It was also proposed and tested by Momonoi et al. [114] using
gas flow for particle cleaning during semiconductor manufacturing. Particles are removed
by the viscous friction of the gas flow, which can be increased by narrowing the gas-flow
space along the wafer surface.
It was proposed to use thermophoresis to remove particles from a discharge [74]. A series
of experiments were performed by Jellum by varying the temperature of water circulated
through planar, parallel electrodes. They found that particles suspended in the discharge
moved away from a heated electrode towards a cooled one. This method can also be
used to compensate the gravitational force in order to achieve “microgravity condition” for
complex experiments on the Earth [136].
It was also proposed to use localized secondary plasmas for the manipulation and
removal of fine particles in plasma [8]. In Ref. [8], segmented electrode is used for modifying
the sheath locally.
1.2.2 Forces used for dust particle manipulation
In order to understand the dynamics of dust particles, it is crucial to know the behavior
of particles in the presence of different forces exerting on dust particles. The dynamics of
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a single particle immersed in plasma can be mainly expressed as
md
dvd
dt
= Fg + Fion + FN + FE + FL + Fth + FR, (1.5)
where Fg is the gravitational force, Fion and FN are the ion and neutral drag force respec-
tively, FE is the electrostatic force, FL is the Lorentz force, Fth is the thermophoretic force,
and FR is the radiation pressure force. The other forces are out of the scope of this thesis
since they are normally neglected in complex plasma physics (e.g., electron drag force).
The origin and proportionality to particle radius rd of forces in Eq. 1.5 are summarized in
Table 1.1 and will be discussed in details in the following paragraphs.
Name Origin Scaling of rd
Gravitational force Fg gravity r
3
d
Electric force FE electric field rd
Lorentz force FL magnetic field rd
Neutral drag force FN streaming neutrals r
2
d
Ion drag force Fion streaming ions r
2
d
Thermophoretic force Fth temperature gradient r
2
d
Radiation pressure force FR electromagnetic radiation r
2
d
Table 1.1: Overview of forces on dust particle: the origin and proportionality to particle
radius rd.
In ground-based experiments, the force from the gravitational field is one of the domi-
nant forces. The gravitational force Fg is expressed as
Fg =
4pir3d
3
ρdg, (1.6)
assuming a spherical particle. g is the acceleration due to gravity and ρd is the dust mass
density 3. Fg is always directed downward and scales with r
3
d.
Here we consider dust particles immersed in a plasma in the presence of non-zero macro-
scopic filed (e.g., in the pre-sheath region of a discharge). Although the sheath around a
dust particle shields it from the ambient plasma, it does not screen the dust particle from
an externally applied electric field [30, 52]. Daugherty et al. [30] analytically solved the
linearized Poisson equation and obtained the following description of electrostatic force FE
for a dust particle in an electric field E0, provided the dust particle in a uniform plasma
FE = QdE0 +QdE
∗, (1.7)
3Dust particles used in experiments conducted in chapter 2 and chapter 4 are ρd = 3.95 g/cm
3 for
Al2O3 and ρd = 1.57 g/cm
3 for melamine-formaldehyde (MF) particles, respectively.
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where Qd is the charge on the dust particle. The first term of the expression above is the
electrostatic force experienced by a dust particle under the external field E0 under vacuum
circumstance. The second term correspond to the dipolar force due to the polarization of
the surface charge [19]. In other words, the polarized surface charges on the dust create
an electric field E∗ which in turn exerts an electric force F∗p = QdE
∗ (the second term on
the right-hand-side) on the dust particle with
F∗p = QdE0
r2d/λ
2
D
3(1 + rd/λD)
. (1.8)
In the limit of rd/λD  1, which generally holds for complex plasma experiments with
small size particles, one has E∗/E ∼ 0 and Eq. (1.7) reduces to
FE = QdE0, (1.9)
which means the electrostatic force experienced by dust particle in electric field E0 in a
unform plasma can be well approximated by the case in a vacuum situation. In other
words, the plasma does not shield the dust particle from the bulk electric field and reduce
the electrostatic force [19]. The charge of the dust particles is proportional to their radius,
thus FE ∝ rd. The situation for dust particle immersed in a nonuniform plasma was
studied by Refs. [51, 52]. A polarization force arises from a plasma density gradient or a
Debye length gradient and toward the opposite direction of the external electric field E0.
In this case, the Debye length is spatially dependent and the Debye sheath around the
dust particle is deformed [19]. FE exerted on a dust particle in these conditions can be
expressed as
FE = QdE0 + Fp, (1.10)
and the polarization force Fp is [81]
Fp = −Q
2
d
2
∇λD
λ2D
, (1.11)
where λD = λD(r) is the linearized Debye length, and ∇λD is its gradient. The first
term in Eq. (1.10) is the conventional electric force, while the second term Fp is the
polarization force arising due to plasma polarization around the grain. The ratio between
these two terms Fp/QdE0 is on the order of rd/λD [19] and is therefore negligible under
normal complex plasma conditions (rd  λD). The effect of the polarization force on
the propagation of dust acoustic waves in complex plasmas is investigated by Khrapak
et al. recently [81]. It is shown that polarization interaction results in a decrease of
the dust acoustic phase velocity. The effect becomes more pronounced as the grain size
increases. The difference between F∗p in Eq. (1.8) and Fp in Eq. (1.11) comes from different
polarization mechanism. The direction of F∗p is along the external applied field E0, while
Fp is always on the opposite direction of E0. It is noteworthy that ∇λD can either be a
result of plasma density gradient or plasma temperature gradient.
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The Lorentz force FL acting on a point charge Qd with velocity vd is given by
FL = Qdvd ×B, (1.12)
Here, B represents the magnetic flux density. The influence of the magnetic field is only
important if one of the particle species in the plasma is magnetized: its collision frequency
with the neutral background gas is much smaller than its gyro-frequency, and it can thus
complete many gyro-rotations before being disturbed by a collision with a neutral particle.
Due to their small mass, the plasma electrons are easier to magnetize than ions or dust
particles. The Lorentz force FL scales with rd.
The neutral drag force arises from the rate of momentum exchange between the dust
particles and neutrals during their collision. Two regimes separated by Knudsen number 4
are considered [124, 152]. These are the hydrodynamic regime (Kn  1) and the kinetic
regime (Kn  1). In the hydrodynamic regime, the neutral drag force can be estimated
from Stokes’s law and is found to be proportional to the speed and radius of the dust
particle. In the kinetic regime, classical gas theory may be used [12]. The neutral drag
force FN for a spherical dust grain of radius rd with velocity vd is expressed as
FN = −γEpmd(vd − vn) = −δEp4pi
3
r2dρnun(vd − vn), (1.13)
where ρn = mnNn, vn, un =
√
8Tn/pimn are the mass density, drifting velocity and
thermal velocity of the neutrals (normally we have |vn|  un). Eq. (1.13) is applicable
when Kn 1 and vd  un. γEp is the dust-neutral collision frequency in the unit of s−1
and can be written as [34]
γEp = δEp
4pi
3
r2d
ρnun
md
. (1.14)
δEp is a dimensionless coefficient introduced by Epstein [34] and determined by the nature
of collision mechanism, i.e., specular reflection and diffusive reflection. In the limiting case,
δEp has the value as
δEp =
{
1 :specular reflection;
1 + pi/8 :perfect diffusive reflection.
(1.15)
δEp in complex plasma was measured by Liu et al. [100] with a laser acceleration method
and a vertical resonance method, which yielded δEp = 1.26 ± 0.13 and δEp = 1.44 ± 0.19,
respectively. Konopka [85] analyzed the horizontal oscillation of melamine-formaldehyde
(MF) particles in argon and krypton plasmas at room temperature and gave δEp = 1.48±
0.05. δEp given by Konopka will be used in this PhD thesis.
4The Knudsen number (Kn = ln/rd) is a dimensionless number defined as the ratio of the neutral mean
free path length, ln, to a representative physical length scale, which in complex plasma study is the radius
of a dust particle, rd, in the neutral background. The number is named after Danish physicist Martin
Knudsen (1871-1949).
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.6: Phenomena in complex plasmas due to ion drag force: (a) Dust free region
in the center of a RF-driven parallel plate discharge under microgravity (inverted image).
The motion of the dust particles becomes visible from the superposition of 150 video frames
covering 3 s. Reproduced from [116]; and, (b) Particles in the cluster followed a circular
trajectory during rotation when the magnetic field strength was 30 Gauss (red circles), 60
Gauss (blue circles) and 90 Gauss (green circles). Reproduced from [23].
Eq. (1.13), on one hand, can be used to calculate the force that a neutral flow with
velocity vn exerts on a dust particle at rest (vd = 0), on the other hand it can also be
adopted when dust particle moves with velocity through a neutral gas at rest (vn = 0). In
the former case, the neutral drag force acts as an acceleration force, for instance FN was
used to blow dust particles away from the discharge area by O’Hanlon [129], while in the
latter case, FN is simply a damping force decelerating the particle’s motion. Note that FN
scales with r2d.
The ion drag force results from the momentum transfer from flowing ions to a negatively
charged dust particle [21, 71, 80, 152]. The ion drag force is responsible for a number of
fascinating phenomena occurred in complex plasma such as void formation [11, 43, 46, 103,
110, 116, 166] (see Fig 1.6a) and crystal rotation [23, 66, 87, 140] in the presence of the
magnetic field (see Fig 1.6b). The momentum is transferred from ion flow to dust particles
in the following two ways [14], through direct impacts and through Coulomb collisions
between ions and the negatively charged dust particles. The total ion drag force can be
expressed as
Fion = Fcoll + FCoul, (1.16)
where Fcoll represents the collection force and FCoul is the contribution from Coulomb
collision.
Assuming a single dust particle with radius rd immerses in a neutral gas environment
in the presence of a temperature gradient, dT/dx, the gas molecules on the hot side of
the particle have higher average thermal speeds than those on the cold side, thus more
momentum are transferred to the particle on the hot side than the cold side. This leads
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to a thermophoretic force directed from the higher temperature region toward to the cold
temperature region [152]. It was first observed in complex plasma by Ref. [74]. In the
limit of dust temperature Td < 500 K, the thermophoretic force, Fth, can be expressed as
follows [56, 163]
Fth = −32
15
r2d
un
κT
dT
dx
, (1.17)
where κT is the translational thermal conductivity of the neutral gas, un =
√
8Tn/pimn is
the thermal velocity of the neutral molecules, mn is the mass of neutral molecules and Tn
is the gas temperature in the energy unit of eV, dT/dx is the temperature gradient, where
T is in temperature unit. It is evident that the thermophoretic force scales with r2d since it
is the particle surface which face the bombarding gas molecules. When a dust particle is
exposed to the electromagnetic radiation, it is subject to the radiation pressure force [151]
FR =
pir2dI0
c
eˆ, (1.18)
where I0 is the photon energy flux along the direction eˆ, and c is the speed of light in
vacuum. This approximate expression is valid when all photons are absorbed by the dust
grain and the dust grain is much larger than the wavelength of the radiation. Laser,
which serves as a source for radiation pressure force, is commonly used in complex plasma
experiments for particle manipulation, such as melting/heating of plasma crystal [127, 128],
Mach cone excitation [107, 125], and Coulomb explosion [88]. Such a radiation pressure
force is also important in the space for submicron particles that are close to the Sun, which
have been observed by the Pioneer 8, 9 and Ulysses spacecrafts in the solar wind [48]. The
radiation pressure force scales with the surface of the dust particle: FR ∝ r2d.
1.3 Binary complex plasmas
Binary mixtures have been a long historical topic due to their much richer phase diagram,
structures and dynamics properties than the single component ones, and its application in
food industry and alloys productions. It has been studied in many different system such
as colloids [2, 33], polymer blends [31, 84] and alloys [77].
Recently, complex plasmas with different types of dust-particles (or multi-component
complex plasmas) are gaining more and more attention [53, 72, 119, 161, 162, 179], and
physicists in this field realized that binary complex plasma, i.e., complex plasma consisting
of mixtures of two different sized dust particles can also serve as a model system to study
various phenomena for binary mixtures such as phase separation, lane formation, etc.
Recent studies with binary complex plasmas under microgravity conditions [72, 119,
161, 162, 179] have demonstrated their promising prospects, as so many interesting phe-
nomena have been observed, such as classic tunneling by Ref. [119], lane formation as in
Fig. 1.7a by Ref. [161, 162] and phase separation as in Fig. 1.7b by Ref. [179]. In chapter
3.
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.7: Phenomena in binary complex plasma: (a) Lane formation in complex plasmas.
A short burst of small (3.4 µm) particles is injected into a cloud of big (9.2 µm) background
particles. From [161, 162]; and, (b) Phase separation in binary complex plasmas. The
figure illustrates one experiment performed under microgravity conditions in the PK-3
Plus chamber (in argon discharge at a pressure of 30 Pa), with particles of 9.2 and 3.4
µm diameter. Small particles (colored in red) were injected into a stationary cloud of big
particles (colored in green) and formed a spheroidal droplet which moved slowly towards
the center of the chamber (to the right). From [179].
1.3.1 Phase separation
Phase separation, in which different types of particles tend to separate from each other, is
a ubiquitous phenomenon in many different systems of multi-component mixtures, such as
molecular fluids and colloidal suspensions, and has been a long-standing research topic in
physics, because of both its fundamental and practical importance. It can be stimulated
by either the interplay between individual particles, such as the interaction non-additivity
or external perturbations, such as shear flow, temperature gradient and electric field. The
phase separation is a scaling phenomenon with the average domain size, L, following a
power law and is sequenced to a series of domain growth regimes with different growth
exponents peculiar to each regime:
L ∝

t1/3 :Diffusive regime;
t :Viscous regime;
t2/3 :Inertial regime.
(1.19)
The diffusive regime obeys the power law with growth exponent of 1/3 [99], where diffusion
is the dominant mechanism driving like particles to accumulate in the formation of tiny
clusters. After the formation of clear interfaces between unlike particles, the minimization
of interfacial energy becomes the dominant mechanism. This regime is termed as viscous
regime with domain growth follows a linear scaling law [153]. The last regime with growth
exponent of 2/3 is known as inertial regime [78], where the segregation is dominated by
inertia due to the increase of the Reynolds number.
In complex plasmas, phase separation was first reported in experiment by Morfill et al.
[119] and later by Su¨tterlin et al. [161], both under microgravity conditions. Ivlev et al.
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[72] has recently shown a theoretical model in a binary complex plasma; the inter-particle
interaction is always asymmetrical, i.e., for point particles of type “1” and “2”, the 1-2
(inter-species interaction) is more repulsive/attractive than the geometric mean of 1-1 and
2-2 interactions. This asymmetry in the mutual interaction between different species is
called “interaction non-additivity”, and in the case of complex plasma, one has always
a positive non-additivity. According to the theory, such an interaction non-additivity
leads to a spinodal region, where the fluid phase separation (spinodal decomposition)
could happen, and this region overlaps with typical experimental conditions of complex
plasmas in laboratory. This explains well the phase separation phenomena observed in
recent experiments and also makes binary complex plasma a promising model system for
studying the kinetics of phase separation.
1.3.2 Lane formation
The formation of lanes is a ubiquitous phenomenon occurring in nature when two species
are moving toward and penetrating into each other. Couzin [27] has found that the move-
ment rules of individual ants on trails can lead to a collective choice of direction and the
formation of distinct traffic lanes that minimize congestion. This phenomenon can also be
found in human beings walking on the street that they occupy specific region where lanes
are formed and traffic flow is maximized. Lane formation also draws considerable interest
in different branches of physics. When two different species of particles are driven into
each other, like-driven particles form “stream lines” and move collectively in lanes, which
depends on the details of the particle interactions and their dynamics [133]. Typically, the
lanes exhibit a considerable anisotropic structural order accompanied by an enhancement
of their (unidirectional) mobility. The phenomenon is commonly known from pedestrian
dynamics in highly crowded pedestrian zones [60], where people heading in the same di-
rections form lanes to pass the zebra crossings. It also occurs in different systems of
driven particles, such as colloidal dispersions [33, 96], lattice gases [141], and molecular
ions [123]. In other words, it is a ubiquitous generic process of considerable interest in
different branches of physics. It is also a genuine nonequilibrium transition [141] which
depends on the details of the particle interactions and their dynamics [133]. Recently,
particle laning was also observed in complex plasmas [160–162] as shown in Fig.1.7a.
1.4 Simulating the complex plasma
Computer simulation represents a complementary approach to experimental and theoreti-
cal studies, and it has become invaluable tools in numerous disciplines of physical science.
In complex plasma physics, various simulation methods have been used to study different
topics: molecular dynamics (MD) simulations for Mach cones [102, 107] and crystallization
[82]; particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations for ion drag force [70], ion focusing [111, 112] and
pairwise interaction between dust particles in plasma [92]; fluid simulation for void model-
ing [43, 93]; Langevin dynamics (LD) simulations for self-diffusion [68], wave spectra [67],
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and crystallization [54]; Monte Carlo (MC) simulations for phase transitions [147].
The MD simulation is a widely applied approach, which deals with all microscopic
degrees of freedom explicitly, i.e., the equations of motion are solved for each particle in
the system. In some cases, the dynamics of objects in the system has a big timescale
gap, namely, some degrees of freedom evolve fast while others are slow (e.g., electron
dynamics and ion dynamics). Sometimes the dynamics of the fast degrees of freedom is
not the topic for research, whereas their effect on the slow phenomena should be studied.
The most prominent example for such a system is a Brownian particle in a solvent. Many
systems with a solvent environment fall into this class, e.g., colloidal systems [101], polymer
solutions [47], and complex plasmas [118] which is the very subject in this thesis. Since
there are usually a large number of solvent particles in these systems, it is rather inefficient
to simulate the fast degrees of freedom explicitly. Therefore techniques that reduce the
degrees of freedom are favorable, such as Langevin dynamics or Brownian dynamics [6],
where the fast degrees of freedom are substituted by stochastic terms in the equation of
motion and Langevin equation, instead of Newton’s equation is numerically solved. In
complex plasma physics, it had been pointed out by Ref. [181] that the Brownian motions
of particles are not negligible in typical laboratory conditions since random agitation arising
from asymmetric molecular bombardment is commonly noticeable.
Therefore LD simulation is more favorable for simulating dust particle dynamics in
complex plasma physics. The advantages of LD simulation are that it is possible to store
the phase-space trajectories of particles and provide time evolution information of the
investigated systems. From the phase-space coordinates of the particles, it is possible to
derive static, dynamic as well as transport properties and to obtain information about the
collective excitations.
In this section I will discuss about the equations of motion for dust particle first and
then describe the details of Langevin dynamics simulations. Some applications of LD
simulation will be presented in chapter 2 and 3.
1.4.1 Equations of motion for dust particles
In complex plasma, dust particle motion can be very well described by the Langevin
equation [40],
r˙i = vi, (1.20)
v˙i = −γvi + 1
mi
Fi +
1
mi
Ri, (1.21)
where, mi
5, vi and ri are, respectively, the mass, velocity and position of the ith dust
particle. γ is the neutral gas damping frequency and γ = γEp in the context of com-
plex plasma (see Eq. (1.14) for details about the damping force arise from neutral drag
force), i.e., the so-called Epstein drag coefficient which was introduced by Epstein [34].
5It should be noted here in this section subscript i denote the ith particle in the system, instead of
physical quantities attributed to ions which are used in the sections 1.1.2.
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Fi = −
∑∇φ+ Fext in Eq. (1.21) is the deterministic force comprised of inter-particle in-
teractions and external force fields such as those discussed in the sections above and listed
in table (1.1). The inter-particle interactions in complex plasma are often approximated
to Yukawa potential [86]. The last term, Ri, is a stochastic force representing the random
kicks from surrounding media molecules. It is commonly described by a delta-correlated
stationary Gaussian process with zero-mean satisfying
〈Ri(0)Ri(t)〉 = 2γkBTmiδ(t). (1.22)
Here, δ is the Dirac delta function, kB is Boltzmann constant and T the system temper-
ature. The stochastic force and friction are related through the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem [95]. (Technically speaking, the cooling by friction should cancel the heating by
noise).
1.4.2 Langevin dynamics simulations
The Langevin equation is a stochastic differential equation and can be integrated over a
short time ∆t, assuming the deterministic force Fi is only a function of time and can
be extended by using Taylor series, thus solving the equation in a step by step manner
[4, 5, 35, 95, 171]. Since we have assumed that the stochastic force Ri in Eq. (1.21)
is a Gaussian white noise and that γ is constant, then the two dynamic variables, ri(t)
and vi(t), are actually normally distributed random variables themselves. Consequently,
according to the Normal linear transform theorem [95], ri(t) and vi(t) are completely
determined by their instantaneous means (vectors) and variances (scalars), and can be
expressed, respectively, as follows
ri = r¯i +
√
Var(r)Nr,
vi = v¯i +
√
Var(v)Nv. (1.23)
Here, Nr and Nv are random vectors following standard normal distribution (i.e., having
the mean 0 and variance 1). The subscripts v and r indicate that they are associated with
the velocity and position, respectively. Since the velocity and position are not independent,
but rather jointly distributed normal variables, the updating formulae Eq. (1.23) can be
further written as [64, 95]
ri = r¯i + σN1 +
√
Var(r)− σ2N2,
vi = v¯i +
√
Var(v)N1, (1.24)
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where σ = Cov(v, r)/
√
Var(v). Note here the covariance Cov(v, r), the variances Var(r)
and Var(v) are given as [64, 95],
Cov(v, r) =
kBT
miγ
(
1− 2e−γ∆t + e−2γ∆t) ,
Var(r) =
2∆tkBT
miγ
(
1− 21− e
−γ∆t
γ∆t
+
1− e−2γ∆t
2γ∆t
)
,
Var(v) =
kBT
mi
(
1− e−2γ∆t) , (1.25)
where unit normals N1 and N2 are now statistically independent of each other. There are
plenty of ways for generating normal random variables, e.g., the Box-Muller method [20],
the acceptance-complement ratio method [63] etc. As for the instantaneous means in Eq.
(1.24), r¯i and v¯i are obtained by any algorithm suitable for conventional MD simulations
as listed in table 1.2
Accuracy Numerical integration algorithm
First order methods Eular
Second order methods Verlet, Velocity-Verlet, Leapfrog, Beeman
Higher order methods Runge-Kutta, Gear’s method
Table 1.2: Different integration methods commonly used in MD simulations.
Langevin dynamics can not only be used as a method to reduce the degrees of free-
dom, but also be used as a thermostat to imply MD simulation in the canonical ensemble
(NVT) along with other techniques like velocity rescaling, Nose´-Hoover thermostat, Nose´-
Hoover chains, and the Berendsen thermostat [6, 17, 42, 61, 131]. It can also cope with
energy sources and sinks, which makes it possible to apply external forces to the system.
In this way it is possible to simulate non-equilibrium situations, e.g., shear flow, driven
systems such as lane formation in chapter 3. Langevin dynamics simulations are therefore
very suitable for simulating complex plasma physics and indeed have been widely used in
studying many phenomena which complex plasmas host.
Though strictly defined in [17] that Brownian dynamics is only the non-inertia limit of
the Langevin dynamics (The inertia term on the left-hand-side of Eq. (1.21) is neglected
which means the system is “over-damped”.), I shall in this thesis stick to the less strict
terminology as suggested in Refs. [6], where Langevin dynamics and Brownian dynamics
are the same concept.
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Chapter 2
Striped electrode: toward particle
manipulation in a meter-sized plasma
device.
The results of this chapter have been published in the following papers which are attached
to this thesis.
• K. Jiang, Y.-F. Li, T. Shimizu, U. Konopka, H. M. Thomas, and G. E. Morfill, Con-
trolled particle transport in a plasma chamber with striped electrode, Phys. Plasmas
16, 123702 (2009).
• Y.-F. Li, U. Konokpa, K. Jiang, T. Shimizu, H. Ho¨fner, H. M. Thomas, and G. E.
Morfill, Removing dust particles from a large area discharge, Applied Physics Letters
94, 081502 (2009).
The objectives, methods, and results of these two papers listed above are summarized
in sections 2.1 to 2.3, respectively.
2.1 Objectives
The purpose of this chapter is twofold: to provide a system for investigating large two-
dimensional complex plasmas and to investigate techniques for providing clean environ-
ments in plasma processing reactors.
Dust particles have become a technologically important subject for plasma-assisted
material processing. In many cases, especially in the fabrication of electronic circuits
and in plasma vapor deposition, grown dust particles can be considered as a main source
of defects in the final products. The formation of the dust particles was observed in
several plasma processes [73, 143, 144, 158, 174, 178]. It was first indicated by Spears
et al. that a silane plasma was contaminated by micron-size particles visualized using
laser light scattering [158]. Subsequently it was reported by Watanabe that in a plasma
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enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) process grown dust particles play a negative
role on the deposition rate and the quality of the silicon film [174]. Dust particles were
also observed in etching [143] and sputtering processes [73, 144], as well as in nuclear
fusion devices [134, 154, 178]. The challenge to remove these dust particles is one of the
motivations for the extensive study of complex plasma in recent decades [152].
Methods for removing dust particles from processing plasmas have been investigated by
many authors and described in section 1.2 by manipulating various forces, however, how
to transport dust particle across meter-sized electrodes remains a technological issue.
2.2 Methods
Experimental apparatus
The striped electrode chamber is a modified parallel-plate CCP chamber with an inner di-
ameter of 80 cm and a height of 40 cm (A sketch for the device is provided in Fig. 2.1). The
base pressure is about 10−6 mbar in this study. The chamber contains two stainless steel
electrodes. The upper one, connected to a 13.56 MHz RF generator through a matching
unit, has a frame shape structure with three 48 cm × 16 cm openings to allow visual and
mechanical accesses from the top. The lower stripe electrode consists 100 stripes which
are electrically insulated with each other. Each strip is connected independently to one
channel of a multichannel voltage function generator. For each generator channel, differ-
ent waveform, frequency, dc-bias, amplitude, and phase angle can be chosen separately.
Both electrodes are rectangle shapes with the size of 48.8 cm × 52.5 cm and the distance
between them is adjustable from 3 cm to 13 cm. The chamber is normaly operated with
argon at pressures between 1 Pa and 100 Pa and RF powers between 20 W and 1000 W.
A photograph of the experimental system is shown in Fig. 2.2.
Vacuum system
The chamber is normally evacuated by a turbomolecular pump, a mechanical booster pump
and a rotary pump, which are shown in the bottom of Fig. 2.1 as Pump1, Pump2 and
Pump3. All three are used to pre-evacuate the chamber and achieve base pressure before
the experiments. The rotary pump and the mechanical booster pump are employed to
maintain a certain pressure with applied gas during the experiments. The argon gas flow is
maintained by a mass-flow controller (MKS type 1479A). The flow rate is kept below 3 sccm
(standard cubic centimeters per minute) during experiments. The working gas pressure
is maintained by a pressure controller (MKS type 651C) connecting to a throttling valve
(MKS type 253B). The pressure is measured by a Baratron manometer (MKS type 627B)
from the top of the chamber.
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Figure 2.1: Sketch of the striped electrode device.
Lower striped electrode
The lower striped electrode consists of 100 electrically insulated stainless steel stripes of
5 mm×488 mm as shown in Fig. 2.3. Each stripe is connected individually to one channel
of a multichannel function generator which has 104 channels. The function generator can
generate waveforms with dc-biases of ± 100 V and frequencies up to 100 Hz. This enables
us to choose waveforms, frequencies, dc-biases, amplitudes, and phase angles for each stripe
independently.
Dust dispenser and microparticles
Particles used in the experiments are grown particles and/or injected particles. When the
injected particles are used, three different types of dust particles are normally introduced
into the chamber. They are Al2O3 particles with density of 3.95 g/cm
3 and diameters
of 1 µm and 3 µm; melamine formaldehyde (MF) particles with density of 1.57 g/cm3
and diameters of 3 µm and polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) particles with density of
1.19 g/cm3 and diameters of 17 µm. PMMA particles of 17 µm in diameter taken by
optical microscope are shown in Fig. 2.4a.
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Figure 2.2: Photograph of the striped electrode device.
The particles are injected inside the chamber by a dispenser as shown in Fig. 2.4b,
which is a small container, mounted on a metallic arm and placed in the discharge. The
container has a mesh, through which the dust particles drop out when the dispenser is
shaken. The size of the mesh holes is a few times larger than the diameter of the particles.
Particles imaging system
A laser sheet with central wavelength of 680 nm and power of 200 mW is aligned per-
pendicular to the electrode. The laser light is scattered by levitated particles between the
electrodes. In order to obtain particle positions, a camera (Basler A404k) equipped with
an interference filter and macro lens (Nikon AF 85 mm f/1.4D IF) is used to record the
light scattered by dust particles. A digital video capture card (DVR Express CLFC) is
installed in the computer and connected to the camera for the storage of images which will
be used afterwards for analysis. The imaging system can resolve particle dynamics with
the frame rate of up to 96.
2.3 Results
The utilization of the striped electrode enables us to generate a moving distortion or po-
tential traps in front of the electrode, thus it provides a method to transport/remove dust
particles over large distances without generating significant disturbances in the plasma re-
gion. The dependence of the particle transport in the electric field generated by the striped
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Figure 2.3: Sketch of the striped electrode.
electrode was studied experimentally and numerically. It was found that the transport ef-
ficiency of the dust particles is strongly dependent on the amplitude, dc-bias, frequency,
and phase shift of the applied signals on the stripes. Three distinct transport regimes were
also found both in the experiments and the simulations. The dust particles exhibited only
a local oscillation when the potential profile was slightly modulated. At a very strong
modulations, all the dust particles were fully trapped and transported with the velocity
of the traveling potential distortions. In an intermediate case, both transport and local
oscillations were observed. Results from the simulation based on the method described in
chapter 1.4 show a qualitative agreement with our experimental findings.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.4: Dust particles and dispenser: (a) PMMA particles with the mean size of 17 µm
in diameter; (b) Sketch of the dust dispenser.
Chapter 3
Dynamics of binary complex
plasmas: Demixing and laning
The results of this chapter can been seen in the following papers which are attached to
this thesis.
• Ke Jiang, L.-J. Hou, A. V. Ivlev, Y.-F. Li, C.-R. Du, H. M. Thomas, G. E. Morfill,
and K. R. Su¨tterlin, Initial stages in phase separation of binary complex plasmas:
Numerical experiments, Europhysics Letters 93, 55001 (2011).
• Ke Jiang, L.-J. Hou, A. V. Ivlev, Y.-F. Li, K. R. Su¨tterlin, H. M. Thomas, and G.
E. Morfill, Demixing in Binary Complex Plasma: Computer Simulation, accepted by
IEEE at May 1, 2011.
• Ke Jiang, C.-R. Du, K. R. Su¨tterlin, A. V. Ivlev, and G. E. Morfill, Lane formation
in binary complex plasmas: Role of non-additive interactions and initial configura-
tions, Europhysics Letters 92, 65002 (2010).
The objectives, methods, and results of these three papers listed above are summarized
below in sections 3.1 to 3.3, respectively.
3.1 Objectives
In this chapter, Langevin dynamics simulations (details in chapter 1.4) are employed to
study two intriguing phenomena in binary complex plasmas, namely phase separation
(demixing) and lane formation (laning).
Recently, binary complex plasma (complex plasmas with two different sized dust parti-
cles) are gaining more and more attention [53, 72, 119, 161, 162, 179], as both demixing and
laning have been observed in recent microgravity experiments on board ISS (International
Space Station) [161, 162]. The work presented in this chapter is particularly motivated by
these recent experimental findings.
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3.2 Methods
Langevin dynamics simulations are employed to study phase separation and lane formation
in binary complex plasmas. For both big and small particles in the binary mixture of
complex plasmas we assume that they can be treated as point-like charge and that they
interact with each other via pairwise Yukawa or screened Coulomb potential with the
same screening length λ, but different magnitudes εij. The general form of inter-particle
interaction can be written as
φij(r) = εij
exp(−r/λ)
r
. (3.1)
For like particle interaction, εSS/BB is the product of the effective charge and the real charge
ZS/B [72] (subscripts S and B denote small and big particles respectively). According to
the Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules [6], the interaction magnitude between unlike particles
is written as
εLS = εSL = (1 + ∆)
√
εSSεBB, (3.2)
where ∆ is the non-additivity parameter [72], representing the asymmetry in the mutual
interaction between unlike particles. ∆ is always positive in binary complex plasmas [72].
When ∆ = 0, it reduces to a typical additive Yukawa potential, which is exactly the
interaction model used in Ref. [161].
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Results of phase separation simulation
105 of two different sized dust particles with off-critical composition are employed in a
cubic simulation domain of length 1.1 cm with periodic boundaries. The particle sizes in
this study are 3.4 µm and 10.2 µm in diameter. All our simulations started from ran-
domly distributed configurations of particles. The demixing dynamics from the numerical
simulations is shown in Fig. 3.1, which shows snapshots at four different time stages
demonstrating the typical sequence. Starting from a random mixture as shown in Fig.
3.1a, the system firstly coarsens and form small clusters where there are no clear bound-
aries between two species, as shown in Fig. 3.1b. Next, sharp interfaces build up while
small clusters merge into big ones, as shown in Fig. 3.1c and Fig. 3.1d. In Fig. 3.1d
the small particles tend to form big droplets of nearly spherical shape, indicating that the
non-additivity induced interfacial tension starts to play a role.
Special attention is placed on the initial stages during the phase separation and depen-
dence of the domain growth rate on the coupling strength, interaction non-additivity and
neutral damping rate. It is found that the domain growth following a power law with an
exponent α of around 1/3, which is well in accordance with the Lifshitz-Slyozov growth
law for the initial diffusion-driven stage of phase separation. We observe that the exponent
α is almost independent of coupling strength unless the coupling strength is so high that
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.1: Demixing in binary complex plasmas. Typical snapshots at four different
stages: (a) at t = 0 particles are randomly distributed; (b) at t = 2 s small particles
gathered locally; (c) at t = 4 s the initial domains start to coarse; (d) at t = 20 s sharp
interfaces build up while small red domains merge into big ones. Small (3.4 µm) particles
are colored in red and big (10.2 µm) particles are in green.
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2 mm
(a)
(b)
Figure 3.2: Comparison of two snapshots of lane formation in LD simulation for ∆ = 0
(a) and ∆ = 0.5 (b) taken at the same time step. Small particles (green) are driven from
the left to the right through the cloud of big (red) particles. Interestingly enough, small
particles are able to penetrate faster for ∆ = 0. Also the lanes formed by both species are
wider for larger ∆. The blue dashed box in each picture indicates the ROI in which we
apply our analysis method.
big particles crystallize and the motions of small particles/droplets are dissipated and/or
even caged. Although the demixing process is driven by the interaction non-additivity, it
is found that the domain growth rate α is not dependent on ∆ in the regimes we observed.
The neutral gas damping, besides the viscous dissipation from big-particle phase, can also
slow down the phase separation by slowing down the diffusion of particles/clusters, while
has no big influence on the growth rate α.
3.3.2 Results of lane formation simulation
We show two snapshots of laning with non-additivity parameter ∆ = 0 and ∆ = 0.5 in
Fig. 3.2. Fig. 3.2a shows the normal laning phenomenon, where narrow lanes—at most
2 particles across—can be observed for both small and big particles. Whereas in Fig.
3.2b, the demixing stimulated laning mode, where like particles try to cluster due to the
non-additivity and a demixing stimulated laning mode is achieved.
We show that there is a non-additivity stimulated crossover from normal laning mode
to a demixing dominated laning mode. To analyze this crossover on the individual particle
level we applied a very sensitive order parameter for lane formation based on anisotropic
scaling indices [132, 161, 162]. Extensive numerical simulations enabled us to identify a crit-
ical value of the non-additivity parameter ∆ for the crossover. In addition the simulations
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revealed that the dynamics of lane formation is strongly influenced by the exact spatial
configurations at the very moment of contact between two different complex plasmas.
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Chapter 4
Mach cones in a three-dimensional
complex plasma
The results of this chapter have been published in the following paper which is attached
to this thesis.
• K. Jiang, V. Nosenko, Y.-F. Li, M. Schwabe, U. Konopka, A. V. Ivlev, V. E. Fortov,
V. I. Molotkov, A. M. Lipaev, O. F. Petrov, M. V. Turin, H. M. Thomas and G. E.
Morfill, Mach cones in a three dimensional complex plasma, Europhysics Letters, 85,
45002 (2009).
The objective, methods, and results of the paper listed above are summarized in sections
4.1 to 4.3, respectively.
4.1 Objectives
It is common to see a moving disturbance producing waves and wakes in a variety of
physical systems. Under certain circumstances, they can form a wake pattern, which is
stationary as viewed in the moving frame. The structure of this wake depends mainly on
the wave dispersion of the medium and the speed and size/shape of the moving disturbance.
A ship moving in deep water consisting of multiple lateral and transverse wakes [121] as
in Fig. 4.1a. Some examples of waves and wakes in nature have been showed in Fig. 4.1.
A Mach cone is a type of wake, which has a V-shaped structure in a two-dimensional
(2D) case. The existence of Mach cones in complex plasmas was first predicted in theory
by Havnes et al. [57] and later observed in a 2D plasma crystal as in Fig. 4.1d by
Samsonov et al. [137, 138] and Melzer et al. [107]. Mach cones can either be excited by
the electrostatic force from a charged particle moving spontaneously beneath a 2D lattice
as in Samsonov’s experiment [137, 138], or by the radiation pressure force from a spot
of focused laser beam scanning across the 2D complex plasma as in Melzer’s experiment
[107]. In both experiments, the observed Mach cones were composed of compressional
waves. Shortly afterwards, with similar laser beam scanning technique, Nosenko et al.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.1: Examples of wakes in nature: (a) Wake pattern behind a ship moving in deep
water consists of multiple lateral and transverse wakes. Photo adapted from Ref. [121];
(b) An F-22 raptor executes a transonic flyby over the aircraft carrier by John C. Stennis;
(c) Waves and wakes in a large scale by islands. From NASA Earth Observatory ; and, (d)
Mach cone observed in a 2D complex plasma. Photo adapted from Ref. [137].
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observed shear-wave Mach cones in a 2D dust lattice [125, 126]. Inspired by the above-
mentioned experiments, various theoretical models [32, 58, 65, 76, 104, 173, 180] have been
proposed to interpret Mach cones in 2D complex plasma.
However, experimental observations of Mach cones in three-dimensional (3D) complex
plasmas have not yet been reported due to the difficulties of generating 3D homogenous
complex plasma in laboratory on the earth. This issue has been addressed by conducting
microgravity experiments on board the ISS, where the dust particles are not confined in the
sheath region, but rather in the bulk plasma [166]. Here we report the first observation of a
3D Mach cone in complex plasmas from PK-3 Plus project on board ISS under microgravity
conditions [166]. A hydrodynamic model is used to compare with the experiments.
4.2 Methods
A hydrodynamic model is developed to provide a simple physical picture of this phe-
nomenon. The details of the model are presented in the attached published paper [75].
4.3 Results
This work presents a hydrodynamic model and the first observation of Mach cones in a
three-dimensional complex plasma under microgravity conditions in the PK-3 Plus facility
on board the ISS. Numerical results showed different structures of Mach cone. Special
attention was paid to the effect of the disturbance velocity and neutral gas damping.
Multiple-cone structures of compressional wakes have been found and the damping effect
may reduce the number of multiple wakes down to a single cone as shown in Fig. 4.2.
The dispersion relation for the dust acoustic wave derived in our hydrodynamic model is
in a good agreement with other theories. A single compressional-wave Mach cone in 3D
complex plasma was observed in experiments and numerical results in the case of rather
strong damping.
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Figure 4.2: Mach cone in a 3D complex plasma. This figure shows a superposition of
three consecutive frames shifted so that the cone structures in different frames coincide.
Reproduced from Ref. [75]
Chapter 5
Summary
In summary, the contributions of this PhD thesis are listed as follows:
• A method for dust particle manipulation/removal has been tested in newly developed
“striped electrode” system. Particle manipulation over ∼ 0.5 m with speed up to
∼ 10 cm/s has been achieved by controlling the traveling plasma distortions with
100 independent stainless steel stripes. This provides a setup for investigating large
2D complex plasma systems and poses a potential technique for providing clean
environments in plasma processing reactors.
• A Langevin dynamics simulation package named Complex Plasma Langevin Dynam-
ics (CPLD) has been developed and tested. Linked-list cell method has been imple-
mented to improve the efficiency of the code. Parallelization of the kernel has been
accomplished based on spatial decomposition method with OpenMP on a shared
memory architecture. CPLD has been tested on IBM Power6 supercomputer in-
stalled at the Rechenzentrum Garching (RZG) and on the XGRID cluster at the
theory group of Max-Planck-Institute for extraterrestrial physics.
• Dynamics of laning and demixing of binary complex plasma at individual particle
level have been studied by using CPLD. The scaling phenomenon of demixing in the
initial stage has been studied and the domain growth with an exponent of α ∼ 1/3
(diffusive regime) has been observed. Effects of neutral gas damping and coupling
strength on demixing of binary complex plasma have been discussed. The role of
initial configuration and non-additivity in laning phenomenon has also been studied.
• A hydrodynamic model has been developed to investigate Mach cones in complex
plasmas. Numerical results have been shown to reproduce a compressional-wave
Mach cone observed onboard the International Space Station under microgravity
condition with PK-3 Plus setup.
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Appendix A
Charging mechanisms and charge
fluctuation
The charge on the dust particle is one of the most important parameters in complex plasma
physics. It determines the magnitude of dust particles interactions with electrons/ions,
electromagnetic fields, and the other dust particles. Thus it is important to study the
charging mechanism of dust particles in complex plasma. Dust particles in plasma can be
charged due to various mechanism [176], such as electron/ion current collection from the
plasma [13], photoelectric effect in the presence of a flux of sufficiently energetic ultravi-
olet (UV) photons [44], thermionic emission when the grain is heated [157], or secondary
electron emission in the presence of high energy electrons beams [24]. For microparticles
in most laboratory or industrial plasmas, the dominant charging mechanism is collecting
electrons and ions from the background plasma. Dust particles behave like small isolated
probes immersed in plasma at floating potential. Because of the higher mobility of the
electrons compared to the ions, dust particles are negatively charged. However when other
mechanisms start to dominate the charging process, dust particles can be positively charged
as well. In this Appendix, a few important charging mechanisms as shown in Fig. A.1 are
described in detail.
Electrons and ions Collection
In this subsection charging due to collection of ambient electrons and ions will be discussed,
which is the most important charging mechanism for ground-based experiments. As one
can see in Fig. A.1a, when a particle is immersed in plasma, it will be charged by ion flux
and electron flux until the particle surface reaches floating potential φf , which ensures the
net current to the surface of dust particle being zero in the equilibrium state as
dQd
dt
= Ii + Ie = 0, (A.1)
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure A.1: Examples of different charging mechanics: (a) Electrons and ions collection;
(b) Thermionic emission; (c) Photoelectric effect; and, (d) Secondary ion and electron
emission.
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where Qd = −eZd is the charge on the particle surface provided the particle is negatively
charged. The charge on the particle then determined by
Qd = Cφf , (A.2)
where the capacitance C of spherical microparticle is
C = rd
(
1 +
rd
λD
)
≈ rd. (A.3)
For a typical complex plasma condition, the capacitance is C = rd
1 in the case of rd  λD.
In the limiting case of collisionless complex plasmas, generally one has rd  λD  le(i),
where λD is the Debye length and li(e) is the collisional mean free path of ions (electrons).
In this case, the floating potential and particle charge can be calculated using Orbital
Motion Limited (OML) theory [3, 90, 120]. Based on the the energy conservation law and
angular momentum, the cross section for ion collection σi and electron collection σi are
respectively as follows
σi = pib
2
c = pir
2
d
(
1− 2eφf
miv2i0
)
, (A.4)
σe = pib
2
c = pir
2
d
(
1 +
2eφf
mev2e0
)
. (A.5)
Here vi0(e0) is the ion (electron) velocity very far from the grain. bc denotes the critical
impact parameter when the ions (electrons) just graze the surface of dust particle. The
electron and ion current is determined by the integral over the corresponding velocity
distribution function and is given by
Ii = pir
2
dnie
√
8Ti
pimi
(
1− eφf
Ti
)
, (A.6)
Ie = −pir2dnee
√
8Te
pime
exp
(
eφf
Te
)
. (A.7)
The above equation is valid for velocity distribution of the plasma species is Maxwellian
and the streaming speed of plasma species is much smaller than the thermal speed [152].
For the case of ions with finite streaming speed, the ion current was discussed by Shukla
[152]. The charge on the dust particle can therefore be described approximately as [105]
Zd = C0Terd ln
[
ni
ne
(
meTe
miTi
)1/2]
, (A.8)
where C0 ≈ 0.73 for a wide range of electron temperature in argon plasma [105].
The OML model presumes an isolated particle immersed in a plasma and the validation
limit of OML theory has been discussed by Lampe [91] and Khrapak [79]. In a dense
complex plasma region, the dust charge is substantially reduced comparing to the charge
calculated from OML model [13]. Thus, OML is often used in complex plasma experiments
for charge estimation of an upper limit.
1Gaussian units [69] are used in this thesis unless otherwise declared.
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Thermionic emission
As illustrated in Fig. A.1b, when a dust particle is heated up, the ions and electrons on
the surface gain thermal energy and starts to escape from the surface of particle. This
occurs when the thermal energy given to the carrier overcomes the forces restraining it.
This is called thermionic emission. The charge carriers can either be electrons or ions, and
are sometimes referred to as thermions. The release of electrons from a hot metal surface
is described by Richardson’s law as
J(T ) = ART
2
s exp(−
ϕ
kBTs
), (A.9)
where Ts is dust surface temperature, AR is coefficient used to describe thermionic emission
and ϕ is the work function of the particle material (see more details about ϕ in the next
subsection) and kB is Boltzmann constant. The particle temperature in a typical complex
plasma condition is on the order of room temperature [1], which is too small to serve as
a substantial charging mechanism. On the other hand, plastic particles, which are the
particles we commonly use will be melt before thermionic emission becomes important
[39].
Photoelectric effect
Photoelectric effect, observed by Heinrich Hertz in 1887, descries the phenomenon that
electrons are emitted from matter as a consequence of their absorption of energy from
electromagnetic radiation of very short wavelength and electrons emitted in this manner
are referred to as photoelectrons [37]. The physical picture can be seen in Fig. A.1c, when a
photon impacts a microparticle, an electron will be liberated from the surface of the particle
if the the energy of a photon is larger than the work function, ϕ, of the dust particle, which is
the minimum energy required to liberate electron from the surface of any given matter. The
maximum kinetic energy Kmax of an ejected electron is given by Kmax = hν−ϕ, where h is
the Planck constant, ν is the frequency of the incident photon. After photoelectrons ejected
from the surface of the microparticle, the particle is positively charged correspondingly. For
most materials, ϕ does not exceed 6 eV [122] as seen in table A.1. UV light in most cases
carries the energy of 3.10−124 eV (400−10 nm in wavelength), which makes itself a good
candidate to conduct the photoelectric effect and positively charge the dust particles. It
is also noteworthy that photoelectric emission is the most important charging mechanism
for cosmic dusts charging in many astrophysical environments. Fortov and co-workers has
tried to expose the complex plasma experimental system to solar radiation [38], which leads
to positively charged particles attaining a potential of Wpot. The potential is high enough
that the next escaped photoelectron cannot run away from the attractive potential well of
the dust particles. The potential Wpot = −eφpot = −(hν − ϕ) determines the dust charge.
The photoelectron current under solar irradiation can be ∼ 10−9 A/cm2 depending on the
material [36].
The situation for dust particles in space can be more complex when Photoelectric effect
becomes competitive with electron and ion collection. The flip-flop effect—two different
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Element Work function ϕ/eV
Cu 4.53-5.10
Al 4.06-4.26
Si 4.60-4.91
C 5.0
Table A.1: Electron work function of selected elements. This table contains selected values
for the electron work function of the elements which may be regarded as typical values for
a reasonably clean surface. ϕ is a measure of the minimum energy required to extract an
electron from the surface of a solid. Adapted from [98].
equilibria with positive and negative charge coexist—starts to dominant and leads to dust
agglomeration [109].
Secondary emission
As in Fig. A.1d, when an incident energetic ion or electron hits and penetrates the surface
of a solid, it liberates electrons along its path by ionization of atoms in the solid. This
process is called secondary emission. The yield of secondary electrons is defined as the ratio
of the emitted electron current to the current of incident ions or electrons. For electron
impact, it is described by δe = Ise/Ie, namely, the average number of released electrons per
incident electron. Secondary electron emission by ion impact is described by a coefficient
γi, the average number of released electrons per incident ion. For most materials, we have
γi  1, and γi depends only weakly on ion energy.
In a small spherical dust particle, a diffusing electron finds a surface in any direction
rather than only in one direction for bulk matter. This increases the secondary emission
yield. However, on the other hand, small dust particles become transparent for energetic
projectiles, which decreases the secondary emission yield [130].
Charging time and charge fluctuations
The charging process for ion current and electron current balancing and establishing an
equilibrium stage takes place in the timescale of µs [19]. The charging time τ for dust
particle reaching its equilibrium charge can be expressed as [29]
τ = Kτ
√
Te
rdn
, (A.10)
where Kτ is a function of Ti/Te and mi/me, n = ni = ne is the plasma density. Note in Eq.
(A.10), τ is inversely proportional to the particle radius and plasma density. The charging
time coefficient Kτ ∼ 2.05×103 in the unit of [s µm cm−3 eV−1/2] for Ti/Te = 0.05 in argon
plasma as given by Ref. [29]. For example, a dust particle with radius rd = 1 µm in a
typical laboratory plasma with electron temperature Te = 3 eV and density n = 10
9 cm−3
has a charging time of τ ≈ 3.6 µs. The charge of dust particles is actually not a continuous
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regular variable in experimental situation, where the charging process due to electron and
ion current toward the grain surface is discrete. As a result, the particle charge can fluctuate
around its average value. Analysis of charge fluctuations due to charging discreteness was
performed by Cui [29] and Matsoukas [105]. For typical conditions of complex plasmas in
gas discharges, the magnitude of the charge fluctuations δZd is given by Cui [29] as
δZd ∼ 0.5
√
Zd0, (A.11)
where Zd0 is the equilibrium charge on dust particles. Therefore, if we define a relative
fluctuation of particle charge ξ = δZd/Zd0, then it is evident that ξ scales with r
−1/2
d since
Zd ∝ rd by taking Eq. (A.3) into account. Clearly that, big particles have relatively small
charge fluctuation, and for typical complex plasma conditions with about µm particles, the
fluctuations is not very important, but for nanometer sized dust, fluctuations of the charge
due to the discrete steps of collecting an ion or electron become important [115].
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Controlled particle transport in a plasma chamber with striped electrode
Ke Jiang, Yang-fang Li, T. Shimizu, U. Konopka, H. M. Thomas, and G. E. Morfill
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The controlled transport of micrometer size dust particles in a parallel-plate radio frequency
discharge has been investigated. The lower stainless steel electrode consisted of 100 independently
controllable electrical metal stripes. The voltage signals on these stripes were modulated, causing
traveling plasma sheath distortions. Because the particles trapped in local potential wells moved
according to the direction of the distortion, the transport velocity could be actively controlled by
adjusting frequencies and phase shifts of the applied periodic voltage signals. To investigate the
detailed principle of this transport, molecular dynamic simulations was performed to reproduce the
observations with the plasma background conditions calculated by separated particle-in-cell
simulations for the experimental parameters. The findings will help develop novel technologies for
investigating large-scale complex plasma systems and techniques for achieving clean environments
in plasma processing reactors. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. doi:10.1063/1.3273074
I. INTRODUCTION
Dust particles are notorious in plasma-assisted material
processing because they introduce defects into the final prod-
ucts. The formation of the dust particles was observed in
several plasma processes, such as etching, sputtering, or thin
film deposition.1–7 Spears et al.1 found that a silane plasma
was contaminated by micron-sized particles visualized using
laser light scattering. Subsequently it was reported by
Watanabe2 that in plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposi-
tion dust particles grown in situ may increase the deposition
time and decrease the quality of the silicon film. Particles
were also observed in etching3,4 and sputtering processes,5,6
as well as in nuclear fusion devices.7 In general the dust
particles immersed in a laboratory plasma are usually nega-
tively charged and therefore trapped typically in the plasma
sheath. The removal of these particles is a major technologi-
cal challenge.8
There are several methods for removing dust particles
from processing plasmas:6,9–13 by manipulating various
forces acting on them, such as gravitational force, Coulomb
force, ion drag force, neutral drag force, thermophoretic
force, as well as laser radiation pressure force.8 In Ref. 10,
for example, it is shown that fine particles with a diameter
more than 10 nm in a silane plasma can be dramatically
reduced by using a so-called negatively charged fine particle
collector, which influences the local static electric fields
by a hollow cathode secondary plasma. O’Hanlon and
co-workers11 showed theoretically and experimentally that
the neutral drag force induced by a directed gas flow can be
strong enough to remove particles from their trap locations.
Other approaches are also based on localized secondary
plasmas12 or the thermopheretic force6 to drive the dust par-
ticles. Large scale electrodes—those with an area exceeding
a square meter—pose a technological challenge, however,
because of the difficulty in moving dust particles from the
center of the device to the edges.
In a recent experiment,13 we demonstrated the use of
“traveling plasma distortions”—a plasma potential profile
that propagates in space—to transport fine particles over
large distances. In this paper, we discuss detailed follow up
experiments and related simulations of dust transport based
on traveling plasma potential traps produced by a striped
electrode SE in a capacitively coupled rf plasma chamber.
We applied oscillating signals to all stripes with individual
phase shifts to establish a wavelike plasma distortion in the
lower sheath region. As a result, particles were transported
individually or in clouds according to the wave direction. To
investigate the detailed principal aspects of the transport, we
compare the observation with molecular dynamic MD
simulations supported by particle-in-cell PIC simulations
with a background plasma description.
II. EXPERIMENTS ON CONTROLLED PARTICLE
TRANSPORT
The experiments were carried out in a modified parallel-
plate plasma chamber with an inner diameter of 80 cm and a
height of 40 cm a sketch for the device is provided in
Fig. 1. The chamber contains two square shaped horizontal
electrodes of 5252 cm2. The upper powered electrode,
which we refer to as “PE”, connected to a 13.56 MHz rf
generator through a matching unit, has a frame shape struc-
ture with three 4816 cm2 openings to allow access from
the top. The lower electrode, which we refer to as the “SE,”
consists of 100 electrically insulated stainless steel stripes of
0.550 cm2. The stripes of the lower electrode are con-
nected individually to a 100 channel function generator,
which enables us to choose waveforms, frequencies, dc bi-
ases, amplitudes, and phase angles for each stripe indepen-
dently. The two electrodes are separated by 5 cm. A capaci-
tively coupled plasma is generated in argon at constant gas
flow rate and working gas pressure maintained by a mass
flow and a pressure controller, respectively. For plasma diag-
nostic purpose, we introduced a rf compensated Langmuir
probe LP Hiden ESPion Advanced Langmuir Probe. Mi-
crosized particles were dropped into the plasma from a dust
dispenser mounted above the top electrode. A laser sheet
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central wavelength 680 nm, power 200 mW is aligned per-
pendicular to the electrode. The laser light is scattered by
particles between the electrodes. To obtain particle positions,
a camera Basler A404 k equipped with an interference filter
and macrolens Nikon AF 85 mm f/1.4 D IF is connected to
a digital video capture card DVR Express CLFC which is
used to record this scattered light so that the particle posi-
tions could be revealed at up to 96 frames/s in a field of view
FOV of 10.17.4 cm2 within the laser sheet. For further
reference we define the camera’s pointing position vector to
be the y axis and the directions horizontal and vertical within
the FOV to be x and z, respectively see Fig. 1.
In this experiment, we use an argon gas flow of 2 SCCM
SCCM denotes cubic centimeter per minute at STP at a
working pressure of 28 Pa. The plasma is sustained by ad-
justing the output power of the rf generator at 30 W
corresponding to the measured peak-to-peak voltage of 52 V
at the upper electrode. The plasma parameters were mea-
sured to be Te3 eV for the electron temperature and
n06108 cm−3 for the plasma density. The plasma poten-
tial was measured to be 22 V at the center of the discharge,
2 cm above the SE. Monodisperse spheres with a diameter of
17 m and a mass of md=3.0610−9 g were used as par-
ticles. Sinusoidal signals, described by
VNs,t = Vbias + Va sin2f  t + Ns   , 1
were applied to the stripes, where Ns is the stripe number, f
is the frequency, Vbias is the bias voltage fixed at 15 V for
this study, Va is the amplitude of the sinusoidal signal, and
 is the fixed phase shift between neighboring stripes.
Controlled particle transport was achieved by adjusting
different parameters of the signals. We first investigated the
positions of particles in 400 consecutive frames 8 s with 50
frames/s recording. Here only the particle positions along
the x axis are discussed because we found that the vertical
movement along z was negligibly small. Note that two par-
allel insulated plates separated by a distance of 5 cm in the y
direction were placed along x for particle confinement. A
morphological image processing was performed to determine
particle positions. Repeating this procedure for all the re-
corded frames, a set of particle positions versus time was
obtained from each event.
In Figs. 2a–2c, particle transport with different Va are
shown. In Fig. 2a, when Va is 1 V, the horizontal electric
field is not strong enough to move particles, resulting in local
particle oscillation. When Va is increased to 2 V, we found
three different behaviors of the particles, as shown in Fig.
2b. One is the constant particle transport along x due to the
increase in the horizontal electric driving force. The second
is the particle oscillation, similar to that in Fig. 2a. The
third is a combination of the constant transport and local
oscillation. The transport is achieved by creating local poten-
tial distortions as in Ref. 13. With Va increased to 5 V, the
horizontal electric field is strong enough to trap all the par-
ticles and transport them with a constant velocity, as shown
in Fig. 2c. In these experiments = /3, f =0.2 Hz were
kept constant.
Next, the dependencies of the particle transport on f and
 were examined with Va fixed at 13 V well above the 5 V
necessary to “trap” particles according to Fig. 2. The par-
ticle behavior with different f are shown in Figs. 3a–3c.
In this series,  was kept constant at  /6. In Fig. 3a, the
particles are well confined and follow the moving distortion.
As f increases, the particles cannot respond f has to be
much less than dust plasma frequency and consequently are
partially trapped. However, the speed of particle transport
increases, as shown in Figs. 3b and 3c. Still higher f
results in less trapping efficiency of the particles and oscil-
lations as expected. A similar phenomenon is seen when 
is changed with fixed f at 0.5 Hz, as shown in Figs.
3d–3f. In this case, as  increases, the transport velocity
decreases but more particles are trapped in the potential
wells. In summary, for a given particle size, higher transport
velocity requires higher f and smaller . However, the trap-
ping of the particles is disturbed if f becomes too large and
 too small. In order to transport particles efficiently, the
velocity of the plasma distortions must be high and the par-
ticles must be trapped in the potential wells. To achieve this,
three parameters—Va, f , and —can be “designed.” In
“normal industry” situation, we have to deal with grown par-
ticles of a size distribution. By selecting a particular f , we
can remove smaller grown particles effectively. The “design
criterion” is therefore to affect transport in a short time com-
pared to the growth time.
III. SIMULATIONS
In this part, we aim to reproduce the experimental find-
ings by a numerical simulation. The challenge for a numeri-
cal reproduction of the dust transport in the plasma sheath
lies in the particle transport model as well as the plasma
sheath modification by the external applied voltages. There-
fore, first the potential structure modified by the external
applied voltages was investigated by a PIC simulation. Next,
with the results from the PIC, MD simulations were per-
formed for the motion of particles.
The local modification of the plasma sheath was inves-
tigated by the PIC method. As we mentioned in the experi-
80 cm
50 cm
SE
PE

5 cm 40 cm
x
z y
LP FOV
sV(N ,t)
FIG. 1. Color online Sketch of our experimental setup. The modified
parallel-plate chamber has an upper PE and a lower SE. The stainless steel
stripes are connected independently to a multichannel function generator
with signal VNs , t. The plasma parameters were diagnosed by LP.
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mental part, the frequency for the particle transport is usually
0.1–10 Hz, which is enough for the sheath to reach equilib-
rium; therefore we only apply static dc-bias signals on each
stripe to investigate the modification of the sheath. We
started from XOOPIC Object Oriented Particle in Cell code
for X11–based Unix computers Ref. 14 as a basis and
developed it based on our requirements. For our simulation,
we consider a two-dimensional rectangular calculation do-
main in the x-z plane with 3.123 cm2 above the SE. Static
dc-bias signals were applied on each stripe with Vbias
=−15 V, Va=13 V, and = /3 in Eq. 1. A periodic
boundary condition was used along the x direction in the
simulation. Figure 4 shows the potential profile above the SE
at different heights. The potential structure is modulated ac-
cording to the applied voltages on the stripes. For a sinu-
soidal modulation on the stripes, the potential distribution,
the horizontal and vertical electric fields at a height of sev-
eral millimeters, are all in a sinusoidal shape. The dashed
dotted line in Fig. 4 represents the average height of
4.9 mm where the particles were observed in the experi-
ments. The sheath works as a low pass filter resulting in a
sinusoidal potential profile even if we use a rectangular po-
tential input on the stripes. We emphasize the significance of
this finding because we use a sinusoidal potential profile as
the input external force for our MD simulation.
We estimated the particle charge from eZdE=mdg the
balance of electric and gravitational forces. Zd was calcu-
lated to be 38 000 and there is good agreement with the
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FIG. 2. Color online Dependence of the particle positions along the x axis during the transportation on the horizontal electric field strength which in turn
strongly depends on the amplitude of the applied voltage, Va: a Va=1 V, b Va=2 V, and c Va=5 V from experiments and d E=65 V /m, e
E=100 V /m, and f E=200 V /m from simulations for comparison. In all the cases, = /3 and f =0.2 Hz were kept constant.
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experimental estimation by the vertical resonance method
Zd26 500.15
Typically all the particles are well confined vertically
due to the balance of electric and gravitational forces, al-
though externally applied low-frequency voltages could re-
sult in small vertical oscillations. These small oscillations in
vertical direction are neither our major concern nor compa-
rable with the horizontal motions. Hence, two-dimensional
MD simulations in the x-y plane were performed on the
Langevin level. The many-particle Langevin equation is a
stochastic differential equation in which two force terms
have been added to Newton’s second law to approximate the
effects of the background gas medium,
r˙i = vi, 2
mdv˙i = Fi + Fext + FEp + Ri, i = 1,2, . . . ,N . 3
Here ri= x ,y and vi= vx ,vy are the position and velocity
of dust particle i, respectively. md is the particle mass and Fi
is the sum of all forces exerted on particle i by the other
N−1 particles. In our simulation, the forces in this equation
are derived from a screened Coulomb potential Yukawa po-
tential rij= eZd /rijexp−rij /D,
16
where D is the
Debye screening length and rij is the distance between par-
ticles i and j; we then have Fi=−eZd. The second term
Fext represents the external force,
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FIG. 3. Color online Dependence of the particle positions along the x axis during the transportation on the frequency of the external vibration and the phase
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Fextx,t = eZdEx,t = eZdEx sinkx + tex,
where Ex , t is the horizontal electric field, Ex is the
amplitude, k=2 / is the wave number, =2f is the an-
gular frequency, = ls2 / is the wavelength, and
ls=5.2 mm is the width of the single stripe and the insulat-
ing space. Ex was obtained from the PIC simulation. The
remaining terms on the right hand side of Eq. 3 represent
the effect of the surrounding medium. The damping force
term, FEp=−	mdvi, represents the average effect of collisions
between the dust particles and the neutral gas. For simplicity
we assume the friction coefficient 	 to be isotropic and con-
stant. Adopting the model from Epstein,17 the friction coef-
ficient is given as 	=Ep4 /3Nnmnvnrd
2 /md, where Nn, mn,
and vn are the neutral gas density, mass, and thermal velocity
of the neutral gas, and rd is the radius of the particles, the
coefficient Ep depends on how gas molecules scatter from
the microparticle’s surface. In our calculation, we used
Ep=1.48—the value given by Konopka18 for analyzing the
horizontal oscillation of melamine formaldehyde particles in
argon and krypton. This is slightly higher than 1.44—the
theoretical maximum predicted by Epstein17—and 1.26—the
experimental value measured using a single-particle laser
acceleration method by Liu.19 Finally in Eq. 3, the other
random force term Rit represents a stochastic process
satisfying
Rit = 0, 4
Ri0Rit = 2md	kBTt, i = 1,2, . . . ,N . 5
The stochastic force represents fluctuations due to the dis-
creteness of collisions with the neutral gas, and is conve-
niently represented by a Gaussian process, as suggested by
Allen20 for computational purpose. The random force actu-
ally plays the role to randomly kick particles locally in time
and drive the system to the expected temperature T. When
the system is in thermal equilibrium, the friction and the
stochastic acceleration are related to the ambient temperature
via the fluctuation-dissipation theorem.21 Such a Brownian
description has been used for MD simulations in complex
plasma studies.22–26 Although not included in this paper,
other heating mechanisms such as ion-dust streaming insta-
bility and charge fluctuations could also lead to dust particle
heating.27,28
Taking the advantage of the linearity of the friction term,
we then follow the algorithm from Ref. 20 to integrate Eq.
3 over a time interval 
t. We drop the subscript i for sim-
plicity, v and r are given by
rt + 
t = rt + cavt
t + cbat
t2
+ ccat − 
t
t2 + Br, 6
vt + 
t = cdvt + ceat + 
t
t + cfat
t
+ cgat − 
t
t + Bv, 7
with ca=c1, cb=c2+c3, cc=−c3, cd=c0, ce=c2−c0c3 /c1,
cf =c1−c2+2c0c3 /c1, and cg=−c0c3 /c1, where c0
=exp−	
t, c1= 	
t−11−c0, c2= 	
t−11−c1, and
c3= 	
t−1 12 −c2. The integrals over the random force Ri
have been rewritten as Br and Bv. It was showed by
Chandrasekhar29 and Hou24 that Br and Bv are simply ran-
dom numbers correlated with variances and covariance of r
and v, and they are independent of r and v. Following the
technique from Refs. 23, 24, and 30, we obtain
Br = B1N10,1 + B2N20,1 , 8
Bv = vN30,1 , 9
where B1=vr /v and B2=	r2−B12. N10,1, N20,1, and
N30,1 are standard normal distributions i.e., having mean
0 and variance 1 and are statistically independent of each
other. v and r are the variances of vt and rt, respec-
tively, and vr is the covariance between vt and rt. For
variances and covariance, we have20,31
v =	kBT
md
1 − e−2	t , 10
r =	 2kBT
md	 t

1 − 21 − e−	t
	 t
+
1 − e−2	t
2	 t  , 11
vr =  t
kBT
md	 t
1 − 2e−	t + e−2	t , 12
where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the expected
dust temperature. The algorithm described here reduces to
the well-known MD algorithm of Beeman32 when 	=0. The
coefficients in Eqs. 6 and 7 only need to be calculated
once at the beginning of the simulation for each run, so do
variances and covariance if a desired temperature is given
before running the code. Therefore, this method is as effi-
cient as a conventional frictionless MD method algorithm,
where the system is only governed by the pair interaction
force without taking into account external forces and sto-
chastic effects of the background.
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FIG. 4. Color online Potential profile at different heights h=0 to
h=5.6 mm in steps of 0.7 mm from the surface of the SE is plotted, with
Vbias=−15 V, Va=13 V, f =0.5 Hz, and = /3. The black solid line is
the potential on the stripes h=0 and the dashed dotted line is the potential
profile at the average dust particle levitating height h4.9 mm. The shad-
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The length scale is characterized by D=103 m and
time scales of interest are related to the inverse of a nominal
dust plasma frequency, 0
−1
= e2Zd
2 /mdD
3 −1/2=1 /220 s
with Zd=26 500 and md=3.0610−9 g. The input param-
eters for the simulation include normalized friction co-
efficient 	 /0=0.1, the expected dust temperature
T=0.024 eV. The horizontal electric field strength at the par-
ticle height is 102 V /m. We performed our MD simulation
for 1000 particles with periodic boundary conditions in a
rectangular domain of 7.5 cm in the x direction and 4 cm in
the y direction. Initially, the particles are randomly distrib-
uted in a small region in a width of 1 cm. Then Fext was
instantaneously applied, leading to transportation of dust par-
ticles along the x direction. The time step for the simulation
was t=0.020
−1
. The time distance for the output data was
800t which was kept within the same order as experimental
recording speed 50 frames/s. Simulation results with differ-
ent Va are shown in Figs. 2d–2f, showing a qualitative
agreement with the experiment. From the PIC simulation, Ex
is 65 V/m d, 100 V/m e, and 200 V/m f when Va on the
SE are 1, 2, and 5 V, respectively. By increasing Va, Ex is
increased. The comparison between the experimental and
simulation results in Fig. 2 shows that the experimental re-
sults are well reproduced and the local oscillation and
continuous transport of particles are also observed. If par-
ticles are fully trapped as in Figs. 2c and 2f, they are
transported with the sheath distortion at the velocity of
vp= /k= ls2f /.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Plasmas are an indispensable tool in the field of material
processing. However, dust particles are commonly produced
in the plasma processing chambers as an undesirable by-
product. Utilization of the SE enables us to generate a mov-
ing distortion or potential traps in front of the electrode, thus
it provides a method to transport/remove dust particles over
large distances without generating significant disturbances in
the plasma region.
The dependence of the particle transport in the electric
field generated by the SE was studied experimentally and
numerically. The experimental results show that there are
three typical regimes, namely, local oscillation, partially
trapped and fully trapped regimes by changing the ampli-
tude, the frequency, and the phase shift of the signals on each
stripe.
Using PIC simulation, the sheath structure was studied
and the electric field at the particle trapping position was
determined to be around a few 103 V /m vertically and
102 V /m horizontally. Using the results from PIC as the
input for the basic background plasma information, particle-
resolved MD simulations were carried out. It was found that
the transport efficiency of the dust particles is strongly de-
pendent on the amplitude, dc bias, frequency, and phase shift
of the applied signals on the stripes—as observed in the ex-
periments. Three distinct transport regimes were also found
in the simulation. The dust particles exhibited only a local
oscillation when the potential profile was slightly modulated.
At a very strong modulations, all the dust particles were fully
trapped and transported with the velocity of the traveling
potential distortions. In an intermediate case, both transport
and local oscillations were observed. The simulation results
show a qualitative agreement with our experimental findings.
The present method is independent of the reactor size
and thus has the potential to work for very large area dis-
charges. The SE is fit for use in a parallel-plate reactor, in
which the upper and lower electrodes function as a PE and a
counterelectrode, respectively, or the lower electrode is used
as striped PE and the upper one as a counterelectrode. Al-
though we only showed the results in this paper by using a
low-frequency modulation, the similar potential distortion
can be also produced by applying an amplitude-modulated
high-frequency signal. In the latter case, placing a dielectric
substrate, such as a silicon wafer, on top of the SE should not
affect generating the sheath distortion.
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Removing dust particles from a large area discharge
Yang-fang Li,a U. Konopka, K. Jiang, T. Shimizu, H. Höfner, H. M. Thomas, and
G. E. Morfill
Max-Planck-Institute for Extraterrestrial Physics, 85748 Garching, Germany
Received 16 December 2008; accepted 9 February 2009; published online 27 February 2009
Introducing a striped electrode in a large area discharge allows us to transport microparticles in the
discharge in a user defined way. A directed and continuous dust transport is established by
modulating the voltage signals on all individual electrodes to cause a traveling plasma sheath
distortion. Particles, trapped in the potential wells and thus following the distortions, are finally
removed from the central discharge region. Transport efficiency and velocity can be controlled by
changing amplitude and traveling velocity of the plasma distortions. © 2009 American Institute of
Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.3089873
Particle contamination in processing plasma reactors that
are designed for deposition, etching, and sputtering applica-
tions e.g., for solar cells, flat panel displays, and chip pro-
duction often plays a crucial role in the quality and the yield
of the processed products.1 In these situations, the main con-
tamination sources are particles grown through chemical re-
actions in the processing plasma2 or direct sputtering of dust
particles from the electrodes. For example, in capacitatively
coupled radio-frequency rf discharges in silane gas,3
nanometer sized precursors grow within fractions of a
second, reaching density of 1010 cm−3. These precursors
coagulate within seconds to form hundred nanometer
sized agglomerates. The final dust cloud then consists of
108 particles /cm3.3,4 Particles and precursors are in general
highly negatively charged due to plasma particle bombard-
ment. Only the very small particles might get slightly posi-
tively charged as a result of statistical fluctuations of the
charging process, secondary or photoelectron emission.5
The negatively charged particles are well confined. They
do not impact on the processed substrate since the sum of
gravity, ion drag, and thermophoresis acting on them is in
general well compensated by the sheath electric confinement
force. Still, after some growth time, the sheath confinement
might be too weak to levitate the largest particles. This prob-
lem might in principle be handled by a suitable orientation of
the processing device, however, vertical mounting of very
large several m2 thin glass plates or other substrates is not
feasible mechanically in many situations. In any case, the
main problems arise from positively charged nanoparticles
that are strongly attracted to the surfaces during the dis-
charge process and those particles that, after the discharge is
switched off, keep a significant residual positive/negative
charge6 so that they are attracted to the surfaces by static
electric fields. Because of their high density, dust particles
also collect a significant amount of the free electrons in the
plasma. As a result, the repetitive process of precursor
growth, coagulation, continuous growth. and sedimentation
can cause local inhomogeneities and fluctuations in the
plasma conditions that might reduce the quality of the
plasma process.
To avoid dust contamination effects, either the growth of
fine particles has to be suppressed or the contaminating par-
ticles efficiently have to be removed from the discharge.
Suppressing particle growth could be realized, for example,
in a-Si:H processes using H2 dilution in SiH4 Ref. 7 or
using a sine-wave modulated rf plasma in a plasma-enhanced
chemical vapor deposition of silicon dioxide thin film using
the mixture of tetraethoxysilane and oxygen TEOS /O2
without significantly decreasing the film growth rate.8 Re-
moving particles from a discharge has been demonstrated,
for example, by Uchida and co-workers9,10 using their “nega-
tively charged fine particle collector” that is based on the
influence of static electric fields and hollow cathode second-
ary plasmas on the particles. Other approaches use localized
secondary plasmas or the influence of temperature gradients
on the particles.11 In spite of all these efforts, the “question
of scale” remains, i.e., how to remove unwanted nano- and
microparticles from several meter-sized electrode assem-
blies. In contrast to the more localized already investigated
particle removal methods, the technique proposed here is
based on traveling plasma distortions in front of a multiseg-
mented electrode and thus is reactor size independent.
To demonstrate the proposed method of dust removal by
traveling plasma distortions, we used a large area capaci-
tively coupled rf plasma reactor with an inner diameter of
80 cm and a height of 40 cm. As sketched in Fig. 1, the
plasma is generated by the rf-driven 5050 cm2 square
electrode that mainly consists of a frame structure. The
striped electrode, separated 5 cm from the driven electrode,
consists of 100 electrical insulated stainless steel narrow
strips of 0.550 cm2 for simplicity, we only sketched ten
individual strips in Fig. 1.
aElectronic mail: yfli@mpe.mpg.de.
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FIG. 1. The sketch of the striped electrode device. FOV denotes field of
view.
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Each strip is driven independently by one channel of a
multichannel voltage function generator. For each generator
channel, different waveform, frequency, dc-bias, amplitude,
and phase angle can be chosen separately. For the present
experiments, a voltage signal, which is described by
VNs,t = Vdc + Va sin2f  t + Ns  , 1
was applied to each strip with Ns being the strip number. The
bias voltage was set to Vdc=−15 V, the amplitude to Va
=20 V, and the frequency to f =0.2 Hz. A fixed phase shift
of = /6 was chosen between every pair of neighboring
strips. The plasma was generated in argon at a pressure of
28 Pa with an rf-power of 30 W. Plasma parameters mea-
sured by an rf compensated Langmuir probe Hiden ESPion
Advanced Langmuir Probe gave an electron temperature of
2–3 eV, plasma density of 1109 cm−3, and a plasma
potential of 22 V in the center of the discharge area, 2 cm
above the striped electrode.
Two kinds of particles were used in the present experi-
ments. Al2O3 spherical particles with an average diameter of
3 m were injected into the plasma region by a dust dis-
penser mounted on the top flange of the chamber. The other
very small particles 1 m were grown inside the cham-
ber. The particles were illuminated by a laser sheet with
wavelength 680 nm, cw mode perpendicular to the electrode
and the observing direction of a camera Basler A404k. The
camera was aligned with the longer side of the strips. The
particle motion across strips was captured by this side view
camera at 49 frames per second. Using a camera lens with
focal length of 85 mm Nikon AF 85 mm f/1.4D IF, the
camera with 23521726WH pixels sensor imaged a
field of view of 8.86.5 cm2. An interference filter with
center wavelength 680 nm and bandwidth 12 nm was added
between the lens and camera sensor.
The camera showed that applying different voltage sig-
nals on strips modified the sheath structure, i.e., the potential
profile, above the striped electrode. As the previous work has
shown using an adaptive electrode device.12 The injected and
grown, negatively charged particles then found their equilib-
rium trapping points with lowest energy highest electric
potential in the sheath, presheath, or bulk plasmas region
determined by the force balance on the particles. By produc-
ing the time varying, traveling potential profile above the
striped electrode, we succeeded in manipulating/transporting
the dust particles by attracting the particles to a new-
generated trapping point.
Figure 2 shows how the particles were transported by the
traveling plasma sheath distortion. The top image a shows
the position of the levitated particles without modulating sig-
nals on the strips the strips were electrically floating with
the floating voltage −3 V. The injected particles were
levitated at the height of 4 mm from the striped electrode
and the grown particles located at the height of 11 mm.
When the modulation was switched on t=0, all the injected
particles and most of the grown particles were first attracted
to the nearest trapping points. Then the directed transporta-
tion, from right-to-left, of the injected particles as well as the
trapped grown particles was achieved by the continuous
modulation on the strips. However, a small part of the grown
particles were pushed out of the trapping region as a result of
the interparticle repulsion in the cloud. Those particles, levi-
tated at larger distance from the electrode, are only weakly
trapped and thus perform mainly a horizontal and vertical
oscillation overlayed by a slow horizontal drift.
Figure 3 visualizes the horizontal time depending posi-
(a) without modulation
(b) with modulation
(c)
(f)
(h)
(g)
(e)
(i)
(d)
~ 20mm
88mm
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FIG. 2. a The suspending positions of the injected and grown particles
with all the strips floating. b–i The profile of the particles during trans-
portation is shown for every second after the sinusoidal modulation signals
are applied to the strips. Only interested region extracted from the original
images is presented. The scale of the stripe electrode is shown at the bottom
of the images. Note that when the modulation is on, all the injected and most
grown particles are attracted to the trapping point of the potential profile so
that we see the significant increase of the particle density in trapping point in
b–i. And also the particle number decreases from b to i because a lot
of particles move outside of the camera’s focus area during the long-distance
transportation.
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FIG. 3. The horizontal position of the injected particles with respect to the
recording time. I and II correspond to two separate dust clouds trapped in
different potential wells. Their time and space duration 5 s and
60 mm, respectively are approximately equal to the 1 / f and  of the
applied signals on strips.
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tion of the injected particles. The particles were transported
from right to left with almost a constant velocity vp
12 mm /s, which was approximately the traveling velocity
vpT of the plasma distortion. For the sinusoidal modulation in
present experiments, vpT was determined by the applied sig-
nals on the strips and was calculated as vpT=f , where 
=W2 / is the spatial period of the traveling potential
distortion and W is the width of each strip including the
insulating space of 0.2 mm. With the selected parameters
= /6 and f =0.2 Hz, we expected the traveling velocity
of vpT12.5 mm /s. It was found that the particle transport
velocity was equal to vpT as long as the particles could be
trapped in the potential well during the transportation. There-
fore, the transport efficiency relies on the trapping of the
particles in the distorted potential profile. If the particles
were trapped by the potential wells, they were transported
directly by the traveling sheath distortion and their velocity
was approximately the phase velocity of the modulating sig-
nals on strips. Otherwise, if the particles were not full
trapped by the potential well, they oscillated during the
transportation and then the transport efficiency was low. The
trapping of the particles can be improved by choosing appro-
priate parameters for the modulating signal on strips by pro-
ducing stronger potential gradient increasing Va or/and
slower traveling velocity, namely, decreasing f and/or in-
creasing .
The transport velocity vp of the particles are proportional
to the frequency f and inversely proportional to . In prin-
ciple, the particles can gain a very high velocity during the
transportation, which means high removal efficiency. How-
ever, to transport the particles with higher speed, it is neces-
sary to produce stronger potential well with larger Va and
also appropriate change of Vdc for the efficient trapping of
the particles. Then the higher transport speed of the particles
results in more disturbance to the plasma. For the application
of this device in reactive plasmas, it is necessary to find a
proper set of parameters from the viewpoint of the particle-
removal rate, related to the particle growth rate, and process-
ing quality. We expect that the homogeneity of the plasma is
still be given in time average for a process time TP1 / f .
However, process parameters have to be readjusted accord-
ingly to compensate for the effects of the plasma modulation.
As an advantage to other particle removal methods, the
here demonstrated one is reactor size independent and thus
has the potential to work for very large area discharges. Al-
though not tested here, an efficient dust removal can be also
expected in case of a dielectric barrier on top of the striped
electrode since modifying the applied signals on the elec-
trode by an ac-modulation would still lead to the required
plasma sheath distortions. Also a setup with the manipulation
electrode to be the upper electrode might be considered for
future applications.
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PACS 52.27.Lw – Dusty or complex plasmas; plasma crystals
PACS 64.75.Cd – Phase equilibria of ﬂuid mixtures, including gases, hydrates, etc.
PACS 64.75.Gh – Phase separation and segregation in model systems (hard spheres,
Lennard-Jones, etc.)
Abstract – Numerical experiments are performed to investigate the initial stages in phase
separation induced by interaction non-additivity ∆ in binary complex plasmas. A characteristic
length scale obtained from time-dependent pair correlation functions is used to monitor the domain
growth. It is found that the domain growth follows a power law with an exponent α of around 1/3,
which is in a good agreement with the Lifshitz-Slyozov growth law for the initial diﬀusive regime
of phase separation. It is also found that α is almost independent of ∆ as long as the system is
within the spinodal region. The coupling strength is also found to have almost no inﬂuence on α,
unless the coupling is so large that the background large-particle phase starts crystallizing.
Copyright c© EPLA, 2011
Introduction. – A complex plasma is a suspension of
micron-sized particles immersed in a usual plasma with
ions, electrons and neutral gas. Dust particles acquire
a few thousands of electron charges by absorbing the
surrounding electrons and ions, and consequently interact
with each other via a screened Coulomb potential ∝
r−1exp(−r/λ), where r is the inter-particle distance,
and λ the screening length, while undergoing Langevin
dynamics due to frequent collisions with neutrals [1,2].
When the interaction potential energy between charged
dust particles signiﬁcantly exceeds their kinetic energy,
they become strongly coupled and, consequently, can
form ordered structures of a liquid or solid state.
Complex plasmas have been regarded as an ideal model
system to study various phenomena in liquids, solids as
well as strongly coupled Coulomb systems at the kinetic
level [1–4]. Recently, complex plasmas with diﬀerent types
of dust-particles (or multi-component complex plasmas)
have gained more and more attention [5–12], as these
systems could have much richer phase diagram, structures
and dynamics properties than the single-component
ones. And recent experiments with binary complex
plasmas (complex plasmas with two diﬀerent types of
dust particles) under microgravity conditions [5,6,8,10,11]
(a)E-mail: jiang@mpe.mpg.de
have demonstrated their promising prospect, as so many
interesting phenomena have been observed, such as “clas-
sic tunneling” [5], lane formation [6–9] and in particular
phase separation [10,11], which is the subject of this letter.
Phase separation, in which diﬀerent types of particles
tend to separate from each other, is a ubiquitous phenom-
enon in many diﬀerent systems of multi-component
mixtures, such as molecular ﬂuids and colloidal suspen-
sions [13–15], and has been a long-standing research topic
in physics, because of its both fundamental and practical
importance. It can be stimulated by either the inter-
play between individual particles, such as the so-called
interaction non-additivity or external perturbations,
such as shear ﬂow, temperature gradient and electric
ﬁeld [16–18]. Phase separation is a scaling phenomenon
like the ﬂuid-solid phase transition [19,20]: The average
domain size L(t) follows a simple power law as L(t)∝ tα,
sequenced to three consecutive regimes (diﬀusive, viscous
and inertial regimes) with diﬀerent growth exponents
α [14] peculiar to each regime. The growth law for the
diﬀusive regime was given by [21,22],
L(t)∝ (γTDt)1/3, (1)
where γT is the interfacial tension of domain boundaries
and D is the diﬀusive transport coeﬃcient. The viscous
regime was then studied by considering the viscous eﬀect
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and a linear growth regime was obtained [23], with L(t)∝
(γT t/µ), where µ is the viscosity of the liquid. There
have been many numerical simulations studying diﬀerent
regimes and the crossover between them. For example,
the hydrodynamical viscous regime has been numerically
studied with “model H” [24–26]. The viscous regime
and inertial regime are also studied with lattice-based
methods [27,28]. Molecular dynamics simulations have
also been used to resolve the dynamics on an atomistic
level, mainly for Lenard-Jones mixtures [29–31].
In complex plasmas, phase separation was ﬁrst observed
in experiments by Morﬁll et al. [5] and later on by
Su¨tterlin et al. [6], both under microgravity conditions.
Ivlev et al. [10] have recently shown theoretically for
binary complex plasmas that the inter-species interaction
always has positive non-additivity, i.e., for point particles
of type “1” and “2”, the 1-2 is always more repulsive
than the geometric mean of 1-1 and 2-2 interactions. This
non-additivity leads to a spinodal region (where the ﬂuid
mixture is unstable and starts demixing) which overlaps
with typical experimental conditions of complex plasmas
in laboratory [10]. This explains well the phase separation
phenomena observed in recent experiments and also makes
binary complex plasmas a promising model system for
studying the kinetics of the phase separation [11].
In this letter, we perform Langevin dynamics simula-
tions to study the phase separation in binary complex
plasmas for a wide range of system states, as a comple-
mentary of both theory and experiment. Our simulation
diﬀers from the recent simulation of Wysocki et al. [11] in
two aspects. Firstly, ref. [11] focused on critical role of two-
scale interaction in driving the phase separation, whereas
here we focus on non-additive single Yukawa interaction.
Secondly, we additionally study the inﬂuence of coupling
strength and damping due to dust-neutral collisions on the
phase separation of binary complex plasmas.
Simulation. – Our simulation is based on the so-called
Langevin dynamics method [32,33], in which the dynamics
of dust particles are described by the Langevin equation:
r˙= v,
v˙=−ξv+ 1
m
F(r)+A(t).
(2)
Here as usual, m, v and r are, respectively, the mass,
velocity, and position of a dust particle, ξ is the frictional
damping rate (in our case it represents Epstein damping),
A(t) is a random acceleration representing Brownian
motion of dust particles, F=−∑∇φ is the deterministic
force coming from the inter-particle interactions within
the system. In our system there are two diﬀerent particle
species (small and large) with the relative size and
consequently charge ratio rL/rS =ZL/ZS ≡ η, and mass
ratio mL/mS = η
3 (hereafter, subscript “S” and “L”
denote small and large particles). The pairwise potential
is then characterized by six parameters: three interaction
magnitudes εij and three screening lengths λij . We
assume both species experience the same screening,
λij = λ, determined by the background plasma, but
diﬀerent interaction magnitudes εij . The general form of
the pairwise interaction potential (energy) now reads
φij(r) = εij
exp(−r/λ)
r
. (3)
For like-particle interaction, εij = εSS(LL) is the product
of the asymptotic (far-ﬁeld) charge, Z∗S(L) and the actual
(surface) charge ZS(L) [10], whereas for interaction
between unlike particles one has
εij = εLS = εSL = (1+∆)
√
εSSεLL, (4)
according to the Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules [32].
Here ∆ is the so-called non-additivity parameter, which
represents the asymmetry in the mutual interaction
between unlike particles and is always positive in binary
complex plasmas [10]. When the nonlinear screening
eﬀect dominates, ∆ is given by [10]
∆=
(
√
νL/νS − 1)2
2
√
νL/νS
, (5)
where νS(L)(Z) =Z
∗
S(L)/ZS(L) is renormalizing charge
ratio. For ∆= 0, φij reduces to the usual (additive)
Yukawa potential.
In the simulation, eq. (2) is integrated numerically
by using a Beeman-like method [32,33], for N =NS +
NL particles in a cubic box with periodic boundary
condition. Here NS(L) is number of small (large) particles
and we choose N = 105 in all the simulations with a
ﬁxed composition ratio of xS = xL = 0.5. In this case the
large particles represent the background, while the small
particles form the growing domains.
The system is characterized by the following dimen-
sionless parameters [2]: the coupling parameter Γ, the
screening parameter κ and the damping rate γ, deﬁned,
respectively, as
Γ=
Z2
akBT
, κ=
a
λ
, γ = ξ/ωp (6)
for each species, where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T
is the temperature used in the Langevin thermostat and
a= (4πn/3)−1/3 is the Wigner-Seitz radius with n being
the number density of each species, and ωp =
√
Z2/ma3
the nominal dust plasma frequency. Initially we have
aS = aL, ΓL/ΓS = η
2, κL = κS , γL/γS = η
−1. We use aS
for the normalization of spatial scale and ωpS for the
temporal scale. The system size in all our simulations is
L¯= 76aS .
Results and discussions. – The system states in our
simulation are chosen according to typical complex plasma
parameters with PK-3 Plus chamber on board the Interna-
tional Space Station [34]. All our simulations started from
uniformly and randomly mixed conﬁgurations of large and
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Fig. 1: (Color online) Snapshots of the binary system for
ΓS = 20, κS = κL = 1, η= 3, ∆= 0.03 and γS = 0.05 at four
diﬀerent time stages: (a) t= 0, (b) t= 400ω−1pS , (c) t= 800ω
−1
pS ,
and (d) t= 4000ω−1pS , respectively. Red represents small
particles and green is for large ones.
small particles. While the systems evolved towards their
thermodynamic stable states, the structure transition of
the system was monitored. Figure 1 shows snapshots of
a cross-section in the system for ΓS = 20, η= 3 (which
gives ∆≈ 0.03 according to eq. (5)) and γS = 0.05, demon-
strating the typical sequence: One can see that starting
from a random mixture, the system coarsens with no clear
boundaries between two species, as shown in ﬁg. 1(b).
Next, sharp interfaces build up while small clusters merge
into large droplets, as shown in ﬁg. 1(c) and ﬁg. 1(d).
One can also observe that in ﬁg. 1(d) most droplets are
convex, indicating that the non-additivity–induced inter-
facial tension starts playing an important role.
Figure 2 shows the evolution of the binary radial distri-
bution functions (denoted as gSS(r), gSL(r), gLL(r) or
simply g(r)) for the corresponding snapshots in ﬁg. 1. We
can see that the phase separation occurs along with the
structure evolution of each phase: As the two types of
particles separate from each other, local structures start
developing. One notes that during demixing, peaks of
gSL(r) decrease in magnitude, whereas peaks of gSS(r) are
more and more pronounced. This is merely a consequence
of demixing, during which it is getting more and more diﬃ-
cult to ﬁnd a small particle near a large one, while small
particles are gathering and forming clusters. Meanwhile,
peaks in gLL(r) grow not only in magnitude but also in
number, which indicates that a long-range order is being
built up in the large-particle phase.
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Fig. 2: (Color online) The radial distribution functions gSS(r)
(red), gLL (green) and gSL (blue) for the same case as in
ﬁg. 1 at diﬀerent time stages where the dash-dotted lines
depict t= 400ω−1pS , the dashed lines depict t= 800ω
−1
pS , and the
solid lines depict t= 4000ω−1pS , respectively, corresponding to
snapshots in ﬁgs. 1(b), (c), and (d).
It should be stressed that the coupling strengths given
in all the ﬁgures are initial values, which are derived
from initial density of each species. The actual coupling
strengths vary during the demixing due to the change
of the density. For instance, in the case of ﬁg. 1(d), the
coupling strength of large particles is estimated to be
about 195 based on the density calculated from the ﬁrst
peak positions of gLL(r).
In order to study the demixing process, we monitor the
growth rate of domains in our system. The zero crossing
of gSS(r)− 1 at large distances (r/aS > 2) is used as a
characteristic length, L(t) [35–37]. It should be noted that
L(t) used in this letter is proportional to the characteristic
length scale based on the structure factor [36].
Figure 3 depicts the evolution of L(t) during the
phase separation of binary systems at diﬀerent coupling
strengths and ﬁxed η and γ. Note here that the non-
additivity is determined by η through eq. (5) according to
the theory in ref. [10]. One observes that the growth curves
for lower ΓS are always above those of higher ΓS , which
can be easily understood: For higher coupling strength,
the kinetic energy is lower, which leads to the decrease of
particle diﬀusion and consequently the demixing process is
slowed down. Meanwhile, we observe that the exponent of
L is almost independent of the coupling strength unless
the coupling strength becomes too high. For example,
the linear ﬁt for ΓS = 50 in ﬁg. 3 yields α= 0.31 (typical
statistical error in the ﬁtting is about a few percent
of α according to the chi-square minimization method),
while the other four cases give α= 0.36. This is probably
due to the approaching crystallization of large particles
(ΓL = η
2ΓS = 450), which inhibits coalescence of droplets
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Fig. 3: (Color online) Inﬂuence of the coupling strength on
domain growth. Evolution of L is shown for κS = κL = 1, η= 3,
γS = 0.05 and diﬀerent coupling strengths, namely ΓS = 10
(black square), ΓS = 20 (red dot), ΓS = 30 (green triangle),
ΓS = 40 (blue diamond) and ΓS = 50 (orange pentagon). The
black line t1/3 is shown for comparison.
formed by small particles. This also explains why a relative
small growth rate α 0.17 was observed in ref. [11] (as
shown in ﬁgs. 4(b) and (c) therein), where the coupling
strength was an order of magnitude larger.
Figure 4 shows L(t) for diﬀerent damping rates to study
the eﬀects of neutral gas damping on the growth rate.
Firstly one observe that the curve of strong damping
rate is always lower than those with weaker damping
because the diﬀusive transport coeﬃcient D is lower at
higher damping rates, which results in smaller absolute
initial value according to eq. (1). Secondly α decreases
slightly with the increase of damping rate: as α|γS=0.05 =
0.34 and α|γS=0.5 = 0.27. A possible explanation could be
the nontrivial prolonged eﬀect of dissipation on transient
kinetics, as described in ref. [38], which exactly matches
the observation time of our simulation (ﬁg. 3 therein).
The values of α deduced from our simulations are
within [0.27, 0.37], which is in good agreement with the
diﬀusive regime with α= 1/3. The crossover from the
diﬀusive to viscous regime has not been observed. This
may be due to the late occurrence of viscous regime
(which has been mentioned in [31]) or due to the ﬁnite-size
eﬀect in our system [29]. The demixing dynamics will be
strongly impeded when the domain size L is comparable
to the system size (in our case L¯= 76aS ). According
to ref. [29], the ﬁnite-size eﬀect starts to play a role
when L goes beyond 1/3 of the system size. Therefore we
Fig. 4: (Color online) Inﬂuence of the neutral gas damping on
domain growth. Evolution of L is shown for ΓS = 20, κS = κL =
1, η= 3, ∆= 0.07 for diﬀerent γS , namely γS = 0.05 (black
square), γS = 0.1 (red dot), γS = 0.2 (green triangle), γS = 0.5
(blue diamond). The black line t1/3 is shown for comparison.
have conﬁned all our discussions in the very initial stage
of demixing, tωpS < 1500, when the domain size is still
signiﬁcantly smaller than this limit. However one should
have a suﬃciently large system when trying to resolve later
stages of demixing, e.g., for the viscous regime the system
size should be at least one order of magnitude bigger.
Conclusions. – We have studied the interaction non-
additivity–induced phase separation phenomenon in a
binary complex plasma by using Langevin dynamics simu-
lation. Special attention was payed to the initial stages
of the phase separation and to the dependence of the
domain growth exponent on the coupling strength, inter-
action non-additivity, and neutral damping rate. We found
that the domain growth follows a power law with an expo-
nent α of around 1/3, which is well in accordance with the
Lifshitz-Slyozov growth law for the initial diﬀusion-driven
stage of phase separation. We observe that the exponent
of L is almost independent of the coupling strength unless
the coupling is so high that large particles crystallize.
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Demixing in Binary Complex Plasma:
Computer Simulation
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Abstract—Computer simulations are employed to investigate5
the phase separation (demixing) phenomenon induced by interac-6
tion nonadditivity in binary complex plasmas with two different7
sized microparticles. The system firstly coarsens, and small par-8
ticles start gathering and forming small clusters inside the large-9
particle phase, while there are no clear boundaries between two10
species. Next, sharp interfaces build up while the small-particle11
clusters merge into droplets and small droplets continue to merge12
into big ones. Finally, the two species completely separate from13
each other, and the small particles tend to form big droplets of14
nearly spherical shape, due to the surface tension.15
Index Terms—Author, please supply index terms/keywords16
for your paper. To download the IEEE Taxonomy, go to17
http://www.ieee.org/documents/2009Taxonomy_v101.pdf.AQ1 18
A COMPLEX plasma is a suspension of micrometer-sized19 particles immersed in a plasma with ions, electrons, and20
neutral gas. Dust particles acquire a few thousands of electron21
charges by absorbing the surrounding electrons and ions and22
consequently interact with each other via a Debye–Hückel23
potential, while undergoing Brownian motion due to frequent24
collisions with neutrals. When the interaction potential energy25
between charged dust particles significantly goes beyond their26
kinetic energy, they become strongly coupled and form ordered27
structures of a liquid and/or solid state. The complex plasma28
has been regarded as an ideal model system to study various29
phenomena in liquids and solids as well as strongly coupled30
Coulomb systems at kinetic level. Recently, complex plasmasAQ2 31
with different types of dust particles are gaining more and32
more attentions as these systems could have much richer phase33
diagram, structures, and dynamic properties than the single34
component ones. Moreover, recent experiments [1], [2] with35
binary complex plasmas (complex plasmas with two different36
types of dust particles) under microgravity conditions have37
demonstrated their promising prospect, as so many interesting38
phenomena have been observed, such as lane formation [1] and39
phase separation [2].40
Phase separation, in which different types of particles tend41
to separate from each other, is a ubiquitous phenomenon in42
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many different systems of multicomponent mixtures, such as 43
molecular fluids and colloidal suspensions, and has been a 44
long-standing research topic in physics because of both its 45
fundamental and practical importance. It can be stimulated by 46
either the interplay between individual particles, such as the 47
interaction nonadditivity (which will be explained shortly), or 48
external perturbations, such as shear flow, temperature gradient, 49
and electric field. The phase separation is a scaling phenomenon AQ450
with the average domain size following a power law and is 51
sequenced to a series of domain growth regimes with different 52
growth exponents peculiar to each regime. The diffusive regime 53
obeys the power law with a growth exponent of 1/3, where 54
diffusion is the dominant mechanism driving like particles to 55
accumulate in the formation of tiny clusters. After the formation 56
of clear interfaces between unlike particles, the minimization 57
of interfacial energy becomes the dominant mechanism. This 58
regime is termed as the viscous regime with domain growth 59
following a linear scaling law. The last regime with a growth AQ560
exponent of 2/3 is known as the inertial regime, where the 61
segregation is dominated by inertia due to the increase of the 62
Reynolds number. There have been many numerical simula- 63
tions studying different regimes and the crossover between 64
them. For example, the hydrodynamic viscous regime has been 65
numerically studied with “model H.” The viscous regime and 66
inertial regime are also studied with lattice-based methods. 67
Molecular dynamics simulations have also been used to resolve 68
the dynamics on an atomistic level, mainly on Lenard–Jones 69
fluid mixtures. 70
In complex plasmas, phase separation was reported by 71
Sütterlin et al. [1] from microgravity experiments on board AQ672
the ISS. Ivlev et al. [3] have recently shown in theory that, AQ773
in a binary complex plasma, the interspecies interaction is 74
always asymmetrical, i.e., for point particles of types “1” and 75
“2,” the 1–2 (interspecies interaction) is always more repulsive 76
than the geometric mean of the 1–1 and 2–2 interactions. 77
This asymmetry in the mutual interaction is called “interaction 78
nonadditivity,” and in the case of complex plasma, one has 79
always a positive nonadditivity. According to the theory, such a 80
nonadditivity leads to a spinodal region (where the fluid mixture 81
is unstable and different species turn to demix), which overlaps 82
with typical experimental conditions of complex plasmas in the 83
laboratory. This explains well the phase separation phenomena 84
observed in recent experiments and also makes binary complex 85
plasmas a promising model system for studying the kinetics of 86
phase separation [3]. 87
Our simulation, as a complementary of both theory and 88
experiment, is based on the Langevin dynamics method. All our 89
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Fig. 1. Demixing in binary complex plasmas. Typical snapshots at four different stages. (a) At t = 0, particles are randomly distributed. (b) At t = 2 s, small
particles gathered locally. (c) At t = 4 s, the initial domains start to coarse. (d) At t = 20 s, sharp interfaces build up while small red domains merge into big
ones. Small (3.4 µm) particles are colored in red, and big (10.2 µm) particles are in green.
simulations started from randomly distributed configurations90
of particles. 105 of two different sized dust particles with off-91
critical composition are employed in a cubic simulation domain92
with a length of 1.1 cm and with periodic boundaries. Fig. 1AQ8 93
shows snapshots at four different time stages demonstrating the94
typical sequence. One sees that, starting from a random mixture95
as in Fig. 1(a), the system firstly coarsens, and there are no clear96
boundaries between two species, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Next,97
sharp interfaces build up while small red domains merge into98
big ones, as shown in Fig. 1(c) and (d). One can also observe99
that, in Fig. 1(d), at the final stage, one can observe that the100
small particles tend to form big droplets of nearly spherical101
shape, indicating that the nonadditivity-induced interfacial ten-102
sion starts to play a role.103
Thus, we have performed Langevin dynamics simulations to104
study the phase separation in binary complex plasma with two105
different sized microparticles. Our simulation vividly shows106
the dynamics of demixing processes of two species and com- 107
plements the recent experimental observation of the demixing 108
phenomenon in binary complex plasma. More detailed results 109
will be presented elsewhere. 110
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Abstract – In this letter, we study the influence of non-additive interactions on lane formation,
using Langevin dynamics simulations. Lane formation and positive non-additivity have recently
been observed in binary complex plasmas on board the International Space Station (ISS). Positive
non-additivity of particle interactions is known to stimulate phase separation (demixing), but its
effect on lane formation is unknown. We show that there is a non-additivity–stimulated crossover
from the normal laning mode to a demixing-dominated laning mode. To analyze this crossover on
the individual particle level we applied a very sensitive order parameter for lane formation based
on anisotropic scaling indices. Extensive numerical simulations enabled us to identify a critical
value of the non-additivity parameter ∆ for the crossover. In addition the simulations revealed
that the dynamics of lane formation is strongly influenced by the exact spatial configurations at
the very moment of contact between two different complex plasmas.
Copyright c© EPLA, 2010
Introduction. – The formation of lanes can be found
pervasively in nature when two species are moving toward
and penetrating into each other. It is commonly known
from pedestrian dynamics in highly populated pedestrian
areas [1] that human beings tend to form lanes to maxi-
mize the traffic flow. A similar phenomenon was also found
in army ants, the formation of distinct traffic lanes is favor-
able in order to minimize congestion [2]. Lane formation,
as an instability on the particle scale, also drew significant
attention in different branches of physics, such as colloidal
dispersions [3–6], lattice gases [7], molecular ions [8], and
recently, in complex plasmas [9,10].
Complex plasmas consist of micron-sized particles
immersed in a plasma, where dust particles are normally
negatively charged and interact with each other via
a screened Coulomb potential [11–13]. The first lane
formation experiments in binary complex plasmas [9]
were carried out under microgravity conditions with a rf
discharge in the PK-3 Plus laboratory [14]. In these
experiments, two different sizes of spherical melamine-
formaldehyde (MF) microparticles were used. Small
microparticles were driven and penetrated into a fairly
homogeneous cloud formed by large particles. The
(a)E-mail: jiang@mpe.mpg.de
penetration featured remarkable streaming lanes, as can
be seen in fig. 1. In refs. [9] and [10] this phenomenon was
compared to Langevin dynamics (LD) simulations assum-
ing an additive Yukawa interaction between particles to
emphasize the physics leading to lane formation. Even
though demixing was noticed in the same experiment the
influence of it was specifically neglected in these previous
publications. In binary complex plasmas the inter-particle
interaction exhibits asymmetry, i.e., for point particles of
type “1” and “2” with purely repulsive interaction, the
1-2 (inter-species) interaction is always more repulsive
than the geometric mean of 1-1 and 2-2 interactions [15].
This asymmetry in the mutual interaction is called
“interaction non-additivity”, and in the case of complex
plasma it is always positive, which will stimulate demixing
(phase separation). Numerical simulations of the phase
separation in the absence of lane formation have been
performed [16,17].
In this letter, we present extensive numerical simu-
lations regarding lane formation in non-additive binary
complex plasmas. This complements the previous stud-
ies on dynamics of lane formation in two fundamen-
tal ways. First, we could confirm the significant effect
of initial configurations on both the onset and evolu-
tion of lanes, which was believed to be important in
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Fig. 1: (Color online) Lane formation in complex plasmas. A
short burst of small (3.4µm) particles —seen as elongated
red-blue streaks— is injected into a cloud of large (9.2µm)
background particles —the almost round black spots. Small
particles are driven towards the right. Lanes are formed by
both small and large particles. The image is an overlay of two
consecutive frames recorded in the experiment with a frame
rate of 50Hz, color coded red for first frame and blue for second
frame.
the non-equilibrium laning transition [10]. Second, our
analysis shows a crossover from normal laning mode to
demixing-stimulated laning mode.
Non-additivity in binary complex plasmas. – For
both large and small particles in the binary mixture of
complex plasmas we assume that they can be treated
as point-like and that their electric potential is screened
exponentially with the same screening length λ (plasma
screening length), but different interaction magnitudes εij .
The general form of inter-particle interaction can then be
written as
φij(r) = εij
exp(−r/λ)
r
. (1)
For like-particle interaction, εij = εSS/LL is the product
of the effective charge and the real charge ZS/L [15]
(subscripts S and L denote small and large particles,
respectively). According to the Lorentz-Berthelot mixing
rules [18] for the interaction between unlike particles one
gets
εij = εLS = εSL = (1+∆)
√
εSSεLL. (2)
∆ is the non-additivity parameter [15], which represents
the asymmetry in the mutual interaction between unlike
particles. ∆ is always positive in binary complex plas-
mas [15]. Our model reduces to a typical Yukawa potential
when ∆= 0, which is the exact interaction model adopted
in ref. [9].
Simulation. – In complex plasmas, dust particle
motion can be described by the Langevin equation, which
is a stochastic differential equation involving damping
from neutral gas and Brownian motion of the dust
particles:
p˙i =Fi− γipi+Ri, (3)
where pi is the momentum of dust particle i, γi is
the dust neutral gas collision frequency, and is given as
γi = 1.48
4pi
3 Nnmnvnσ
2
i /mi as in [19,20], where Nn, mn
and vn are the density, mass and thermal velocity of the
neutral gas, and σi is the diameter of the particles, mi
is the mass of the dust particle. Fi =−∑∇φ+Fext in
eq. (3) is the deterministic force comprised of interparticle
interactions and external force fields. The last term,Ri(t),
is a stochastic force representing the Brownian motion
of dust particles in plasma. It is commonly described by
a delta-correlated stationary Gaussian process with zero-
mean satisfying
〈Ri(0)Ri(t)〉= 2γikBTmiδ(t). (4)
Here, δ is the Dirac delta. The stochastic force and
friction are related through the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem [21] (the cooling by friction should cancel the
heating by noise). The Langevin equation, eq. (3), is
numerically integrated using an extended Beeman [22]
algorithm as described in refs. [18,23].
All the plasma and particle parameters are chosen
according to the experiments established in refs. [9,10]:
screening length λ= 150µm, charges ZS = 4000e
and ZL = 11000e, particle diameter σS = 3.4µm
and σL = 9.2µm; mass density of MF particles
ρS = ρL = 1.5 g/cm3. This results in friction coefficients
γS = 250 s−1 and γL = 92.4 s−1. The mean inter-particle
distances (before the penetration) are aS = 464µm
and aL = 493µm, respectively. The simulation was
performed for a binary mixture of 5759 small and
12287 large particles within a simulation domain of
4.4 cm× 0.8 cm× 0.8 cm in the x, y and z directions.
Periodic boundary conditions are used for the y and
z directions and a free boundary is adopted for the
x-direction. Large particles are confined with an external
parabolic potential at two edges within a region of 2.2 cm
width along x at the center of the simulation domain.
Small particles are initially confined and equilibrated
within a region of 0.7 cm width along x separated by
0.3 cm from the large particles. Then Fext = 0.08ex pN,
the force driving small particles into the large-particle
cloud, was instantaneously applied. Simulation snapshots
are shown in fig. 2.
In order to study the effect of the non-additivity on
the laning pattern, a set of 1000 statistically indepen-
dent initial particle configurations had been prepared. The
random seeds for homogeneous distribution of small and
big particles had been varied. Both species were equili-
brated for a short time to remove the artificial heat. Then
the system was evolved with five different values of ∆ (0.0,
0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5). This resulted in a total of 5000 differ-
ent penetration events. In addition to finding a systematic
dependance of lane formation on ∆, this enabled us to
study the effect of initial configurations on lane formation
phenomena.
Analysis. – In order to quantify the lane formation in
the LD simulations, we employed an anisotropic scaling
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Fig. 2: (Color online) Comparison of two snapshots of lane
formation in LD simulation for ∆= 0 (a) and ∆= 0.5 (b) taken
at the same time step. Small particles (green) are driven from
the left to the right through the cloud of large particles (red).
Interestingly enough, small particles are able to penetrate
faster for ∆= 0. Also the lanes formed by both species are
wider for larger ∆. The blue dashed box in each picture
indicates the ROI in which we apply our analysis method.
The evolution of the mean kinetic energy KS of a single small
particle during the whole penetration is shown in (c) with solid
line representing the case of ∆= 0 and dashed line representing
∆= 0.5.
index method (ASIM) to realize a local nonlinear measure
for structure characterization. Based on the weighted
scaling index method [24], the anisotropic scaling index
α is defined as
α(ri, ξ, *, θ) =
2
∑N
j=1(dij/ξ)
2e−(dij/ξ)
2∑N
j=1 e
−(dij/ξ)2
, (5)
where dij = d(ri, rj , *, θ) is the distance between particle
i and j in a space stretched by * along direction u=
( cos θsin θ ), −pi/2! θ! pi/2. The coordinates in the new space
can be expressed by applying a stretch matrix Λ= (10
0
$ )
and rotation matrix Ω= ( cos θsin θ
sin θ
− cos θ ) on the simulation
coordinate, i.e., r′i =ΛΩri, and thus, dij = |r′i− r′j |. The
parameter ξ defines a spatial scale on which the α
index is sensitive. By determining the value of θ that
maximizes the difference α(ri, ξ, *, θ+pi/2)−α(ri, ξ, *, θ)
we obtained a “preferred” direction ui associated with
particle i, signifying the local anisotropy. The “length”
of this anisotropy is given by ξ and * describes the ratio
between its “length” and “width”. The ASIM has been
applied not only in complex plasma [9,10,25] but also in,
e.g., cosmology [24] and medical technology [26].
In order to characterize the global laning, we defined
a laning-order parameter S, which is the largest eigen-
value of a second-rank tensor Q= 2N−1
∑N
i=1 ui⊗ui− I,
where I is identity matrix. S = 1 denotes a perfect align-
ment while S = 0 represents a perfectly random phase.
Following ref. [9], we divided the volume of the simu-
lation box into several slabs (350µm wide) in the z-
direction (perpendicular to Fext) and analyzed the quasi-
2D stringlike structure in the (x,y)-plane. To allow the
direct comparison of our results, we used the same spatial
scale ξ and anisotropic aspect ratio *, i.e., ξ = 1200µm
and *= 5 for large particles. In order to reduce boundary
effects in the analysis, we selected a fixed region of interest
(ROI) in the center of the large-particle cloud (see fig. 2).
For the calculation of S, only large particles inside the
ROI were taken into account.
As suggested in ref. [9], we expected lane formation
to be very sensitive to the initial spatial configuration
of both particle species. A slight topological deviation in
the initial encounter of two particle clouds could result
in large differences of the laning pattern and penetration
speed, introducing a large variance in the evolution of the
global laning-order parameter S. To evaluate the influence
of initial particle configuration and to separate it from the
systematic effect induced by non-additivity we analyzed a
large set of statistically independent numerical simulations
as described in the simulation part. Eventually, we end up
with a family of functions Sk(∆, t), where the index k
denotes the specific initial configuration. For fixed ∆ and
t the values of Sk form a Gaussian-like distribution, for
which we determined the mean 〈S〉 and standard deviation
S. As an example the results for ∆= 0 are shown in fig. 3.
Results and discussions. – The penetration of small
particles into a large-particle cloud can be sectioned into
the following stages. After the initial equilibration of both
species, the driving force was applied on small particles
at time t0. Small particles were driven toward the large-
particle cloud until t1 ∼ 50% of the small particles entered
the cloud of large particles. Both species formed lane
structures during the penetration. For the convenience of
analysis, we defined the time when the small particles
moved into and out of ROI as t2 and t3, respectively.
Eventually at t4 50% of small particles moved out of the
large-particle cloud.
Two snapshots of laning with non-additivity parameter
∆= 0 and ∆= 0.5 are shown in fig. 2. One can see the
normal laning phenomenon in fig. 2(a), where narrow lanes
—at most 2 particles across— can be observed for both
small and large particles. Whereas in fig. 2(b), one can
see the demixing-stimulated laning mode. Like particles
try to cluster due to the non-additivity and a demixing-
stimulated laning mode is achieved. The averaged kinetic
energy of small particles (total kinetic energy divided by
small particle number),KS , is shown in fig. 2(c), where the
normalized factor u0 = 1.2× 10−10 erg. One can also see
that KS increases significantly after applying the driving
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Fig. 3: (Color online) Role of the initial configurations. Tempo-
ral evolution of SL, the global laning-order parameter for large
particles, for ∆= 0. The solid line (orange) shows the evolution
of the mean value 〈SL〉, the dash-dotted lines (blue) give the
standard deviation S. Normalized histograms of the original
distribution of SL at ten equidistant timesteps are displayed
(solid black) for reference. Dashed lines (red) highlight the
Gaussian fit to these histograms. For the first 0.5 s 〈SL〉 shows
some fluctuations due to incomplete thermalization. Small
particles enter the ROI at t∼ 1.5 s. SL has significant variance
reflecting the strong influence of the initial particle configura-
tion on lane formation.
force and then decreases when the initial contact between
small particles and large-particle cloud occurs. Then KS
increases gradually between t2 and t3 when the lanes are
formed. It is clear that the penetration speed 〈vS〉 is slower
in the case of ∆= 0.5 than ∆= 0 (both in the order
of 1 cm/s), which can also be seen from the snapshots
(cf. fig. 4(a)).
As mentioned in the simulation part, the initial config-
urations were varied. This resulted in different spatial
configurations of the initial contact at t1, which conse-
quently leads to the variance of SL, as shown in fig. 3.
Initially at t0 the distribution of Sk(∆, t) for large particles
in the ROI is peaked very strongly, and broadens slightly
till the impact of small particles at t1, mainly due to
thermalization of the initial configurations. The distribu-
tion of Sk stays relatively stable until at t2 small particles
start to flow into the ROI, when the initial spatial
deviations are magnified by the lane formation process.
The standard deviation SL is doubled. Even after t3 when
the small particles leave the ROI and the large particles
approach their undisturbed equilibrium, the variance
Fig. 4: (Color online) Dependance of lane formation on the non-
additivity parameter ∆. (a) Percentage of small particles inside
the cloud of large particles (upper curves) and the ROI (lower
curves). Penetration speed depends on ∆, small particles need
more time to cross the cloud of big particles for larger values
of ∆. (b) The temporal evolution of 〈SL〉. The values of 〈SL〉
decreases systematically with increasing ∆. For comparison,
the experiment results including error bars are overplotted.
in the distribution of Sk is not decreased in this relaxation
process. This information is critical for experimental and
numerical studies since one should not make decisive
conclusions based on a few events. A rather large ensem-
ble is necessary to separate the random influence of
initial configurations from the systematic derivation that
researchers are interested in, such as the non-additivity
effect in this letter.
The systematic influence of non-additivity on the laning
mode is studied using the average speed of small particles
inside the cloud of large paticles (fig. 4(a)) and the
mean global order parameter for large particles 〈SL〉(∆, t)
(fig. 4(b)). For ∆= 0 small particles leave the large-
particle cloud earlier than for higher non-additivity. This
translates directly to a higher penetration speed 〈vS〉.
From the insert in fig. 4(a) it is clear that 〈vS〉 decreases
with ∆ as we have shown in fig. 2(c).
The role of non-additivity can be very well probed
by the mean global order parameter for large particles
〈SL〉(∆, t) as shown in fig. 4(b). The fluctuation of 〈SL〉
between t0 and t1 are unrelated to the value of ∆.
Small particles are not playing a role at this stage
—due to the short range of the inter-particle interaction
potential— and therefore non-additivity does not yet have
any influence on 〈SL〉. The cloud of large particles is
still equilibrating, and reaches some intermediate plateau
〈SL〉 ∼ 0.02 at t∼ 0.5 s. This finite initial value can be
explained by the small number of large particles inside
the ROI 〈NL〉 ∼ 100, which limits the “homogeneity” of
the ensemble.
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Right before the penetration of small particles into the
ROI at t2, large particles inside this area are compressed
by the wave front excited by small particles and 〈SL〉
shows a dip. The damping length of acoustic waves in
the large-particle cloud is estimated to be lD = ωLλ/γL =
110µm (within 1 aL), where ωL is the dust plasma
frequency of big particles. This explains why the dip of
〈SL〉 starts to emerge slightly before the small particles
entering the ROI. Between t1 and t2, lanes are formed
inside the ROI and 〈SL〉 peaks up. The main effect of
non-additivity on the evolution of 〈SL〉 is the decrease of
the peak value from 0.21 for ∆= 0 to 0.17 for ∆= 0.5 (see
insert in fig. 4(b)). This can be explained by the change
in morphology of the lanes formed by the particles. The
global order parameter is sensitive to structures as defined
by the parameters ξ = 1200µm and *= 5 chosen for the
ASIM. These values were taken from refs. [9,10], that were
optimized for simulations of additive particle interactions.
The peak value therefore relates to the deviation from long
narrow lines in the cases of increasing non-additivity.
After t4 when most small particles have left the ROI,
the large particles relax towards thermal equilibrium,
〈SL〉 slowly decaying towards its base value (〈SL〉 ∼ 0.03).
Still the system is in a different state than before the
penetration of small particles. This can be derived from
the change of SL and histogram of SL at the initial stage
of evolution as can be seen in fig. 3.
Conclusions. – Langevin dynamics simulations are
employed to investigate the lane formation phenomenon
with additive and non-additive particle interactions in
binary complex plasmas under microgravity conditions.
A crossover from the normal laning mode to a demixing-
dominated laning mode is observed. This is similar to the
transition from lane formation to classical Rayleigh-Taylor
instability. For regular fluids this can be described in terms
of the Weber number, which is the ratio of kinetic energy
to surface tension [6]. However in mesoscopic systems
hydrodynamic parameters like the surface tension are not
well defined. Furthermore, for dissipative systems (such as
complex plasmas or colloidal suspensions) the concept of
a driving force (rather than energy) is more appropriate.
Therefore Fext/∆, the ratio of the magnitude of the
driving force to the non-additivity parameter (the micro-
scopic source for surface tension), is the unambiguous
way to describe the crossover, which is investigated for
fixed Fext by increasing ∆. For a vanishing non-additivity
parameter, ∆= 0, which would correspond to an infinite
Weber number in the macroscopic case, small particles
driven by an external force penetrate into large-particle
clouds and form lane structures. When ∆ is increased, the
non-additivity–induced surface tension is built up, which
would correspond to a decrease of the Weber number in
a macroscopic system. Droplet-like lanes are formed and
clear interfaces between unlike species emerge. A sensitive
order parameter based on anisotropic scaling indices
enabled us to measure the influence of non-additivity
and to identify the critical value of the non-additivity
parameter (∆> 0.1) for the crossover. A huge number
of simulations is necessary not only to reduce the influ-
ence of random fluctuations, but also to highlight the
importance of the initial configurations. Even though the
initial configurations are thermodynamically equivalent,
the minuscule details of single-particle kinetics define the
dynamics of laning.
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PACS 52.27.Lw – Dusty or complex plasmas; plasma crystals
PACS 52.35.Fp – Electrostatic waves and oscillations (e.g., ion-acoustic waves)
PACS 47.40.-x – Compressible flows; shock waves
Abstract – A three-dimensional hydrodynamic model has been applied to study the Mach cones
in a three-dimensional complex plasma. Numerical results for the velocity distribution of dust
particles showed the presence of compressional-wave Mach cones. The compressional Mach cones
were excited when subjected to supersonic excitations. It was found that multi-cone structures
became a single cone when the discharge pressure was increased. The experiment of Mach cones
in a three-dimensional complex plasma under microgravity conditions on board the International
Space Station was also reported. A single compressional-wave Mach cone in a three-dimensional
complex plasma was observed and could also be obtained from our hydrodynamic model.
Copyright c© EPLA, 2009
Introduction. – A complex plasma (or dusty
plasma) [1–4] is a partially ionized gas (plasma) in
which micron size dust particles are embedded. The dust
particles in complex plasmas are electrically charged by
collection of plasma electrons and ions. Microparticles in
laboratory plasmas usually acquire negative charges of
the order of 103 to 104 elementary charges and interact
with each other in the direction perpendicular to the
ion flow via a screened Coulomb (Yukawa) potential
φ(r) = [(Zde)/r]exp(−r/λD), where r is the distance, e is
the electron charge, Zd is the charge number of the
particles and λD is the Debye screening length. Complex
plasmas can be easily observed with a digital camera
and therefore are used to investigate various physical
phenomena dynamically [5].
Recently, wakes excited by a moving disturbance in a
complex plasma have attracted much attention [6–22].
The structure of wakes is caused by constructive and
destructive interference of waves excited by the moving
disturbance, and their structures are determined by the
wave dispersion properties of the medium as well as the
details of the disturbance-medium interaction [13].
A Mach cone is a type of wake, which has a V-shaped
structure in the two-dimensional (2D) case. The existence
of Mach cones in complex plasmas was first predicted
(a)E-mail: jiang@mpe.mpg.de
in theory by Havnes et al. [6,7] and later observed in a
2D plasma crystal by Samsonov et al. [8,9] and Melzer
et al. [10]. Mach cones were excited by the electrosta-
tic force from a charged particle moving spontaneously
beneath a 2D lattice in refs. [8,9], and by the radia-
tion force from a spot of focused laser beam scanned
across the 2D complex plasma in ref. [10]. In these
experiments, the observed Mach cones were composed
of compressional waves. Shortly afterwards, shear-wave
Mach cones composed of single cone, were observed in
experiments by Nosenko et al. [11,12] by using a laser
beam. Inspired by the studies above, various theoreti-
cal models [13–19] have been proposed to interpret these
phenomena.
Mach cones in a three-dimensional (3D) complex plasma
have been attracting attention since experiments under
microgravity conditions were carried out [22], which gener-
ated 3D complex plasmas as expected. Recently, Bose
et al. [23] presented a generalized hydrodynamic model
to discuss the formation of a shear-wave Mach cone in a
3D complex plasma with the same excitation method as in
refs. [11,12]. A single shear-wave Mach cone was reported
and its formation was also studied. The wake patterns
behind boulders in the rings of Saturn were studied by
Brattli et al. [24] by using a fluid model. MD simula-
tion was also utilized by Xin and Bhattacharjee [25] to
study Mach cones in a 3D complex plasma. However, to
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the best of our knowledge, experimental observations of
Mach cones in 3D cases have not yet been reported.
The purpose of this paper is to develop a theoretical
model to study Mach cones in 3D complex plasmas
excited by a charged particle and report the observation
of 3D Mach cones in complex plasmas from the PK-3
Plus project [26], which studies complex plasmas under
microgravity conditions on the International Space
Station (ISS) and offers a much better homogeneity
of 3D complex plasmas than conventional studies. A
hydrodynamic model similar as in ref. [24] is used to
study Mach cones in a 3D complex plasma. In contrast
to the previous theoretical account [24], we consider
the neutral-gas drag force due to the collisions between
particles and neutral atoms [27], which were shown to give
rise to the exponential decay of waves and wakes [13]. The
fluid model is generally believed to be strictly applicable
in the weakly coupled complex plasma. However, it has
been found out that even a fluid model could generate
reasonable results [13] for the Mach cone formation in
2D dust crystals. The difference becomes significant only
when the speed of the perturbation is very slow. This is
due to the fact that in all these observations, the typical
sizes of Mach cones in strongly coupled complex plasmas
contain several tens of the dust lattice constants, so that a
continuum limit may provide a reasonable approximation
to some extent. The theory presented here has assumed
a linear dynamics for the dust grains. The first-order
perturbation approximation appears to be sufficient to
explain qualitative aspects of the wake structure. The
structure of wakes from linear theory has received close
scrutiny in many studies [13,16,19,24]. However, nonlinear
effects could play an important role if the interaction
between the moving charge and the grains is sufficiently
strong. For instance, the Earth’s magnetotail formed by
interaction with the solar wind, the shock wave behind a
supersonic airplane. Besides, our intention with this work
is not to reach a fully realistic and complete solution of the
Mach cone study. A more complete theory should include
nonlinearity to improve the precision in the near field
close to the cone vertex. The results from our fluid model
can only be regarded as approximations to the real wake
pattern.
The paper is organized as follows. In the second section,
the hydrodynamic model will be expressed in detail. The
numerical results will also be shown in the third section.
Experimental observation of Mach cones from PK-3 Plus
in a 3D complex plasma will be shown in the fourth
section. Finally, a short concluding remark is presented
in the last section.
Theoretical model. – In the present work, we
employ a fluid description of a 3D complex plasma,
without considering the details of interactions among
dust particles. Assuming that this fluid is immersed in
a large volume of plasma, the continuity and momentum
equations are, respectively,
∂nd (r, t)
∂t
+∇· [nd (r, t)ud (r, t)] = 0, (1)
∂ud (r, t)
∂t
+ud (r, t) ·∇ud (r, t) =
Zde
md
∇Φ(r, t)+
FEp
md
,
(2)
and the Poisson equation
∇2Φ(r, t) /4pie = Zdnd (r, t)+Ztδ (r−vt)
+ne (r, t)−ni (r, t) , (3)
where Φ(r, t) stands for the electrostatic potential in
a Cartesian coordinate system with r= {x, y, z}, while
nd(r, t), and ud(r, t) represent the number density and
the velocity field of the dust fluid. The forces exerted
on the particles include electric force, and the Epstein
drag force [27] FEp coming from the collisions of the dust
particles with the neutral atoms and molecules in the
plasma. Also in the equations, e is the elementary charge,
md is the mass of a dust particle, Zd is the average
charge number on each particle in the complex plasma
region. It is worth mentioning that we use a δ-function in
the Poisson equation to stand for the test particle with
velocity v and charge number Zt.
The neutral drag force FEp is described as
FEp =−γEpmdud (r, t) =−δEp
4pi
3
Nnmnvnr
2
dud (r, t) ,
(4)
where Nn, mn and vn are the neutral-gas density, mass
and thermal velocity of the neutral molecules, and rd is
the radius of the microparticles, γEp is the Epstein drag
coefficient, and δEp is a coefficient which depends on the
interaction of the microparticles with the gas atoms.
In a complex plasma, the mobility of electrons and
ions is sufficient to reach their respective local equilibria
comparing with the massive dust particles. Therefore, the
ion and electron densities are given by the Boltzmann
relations ni = n0exp(−eΦ/Ti) and ne = n0exp(eΦ/Te),
with Ti and Te being the ion and electron temperatures,
respectively. The theory presented here has assumed
linear dynamics for the dust particles, as this appoxima-
tion appears to be sufficient to explain the wake structure
qualitatively [13]. Therefore, a first-order perturba-
tion is employed here to study the particle behavior,
in which nd(r, t) = nd0+nd1(r, t), ud(r, t) = ud1(r, t),
Φ(r, t) =Φ0+Φ1(r, t), ne(r, t)≈ n0+n0(e/Te)Φ1(r, t),
and ni(r, t)≈ n0−n0(e/Ti)Φ1(r, t). Thus, the equations
can be linearized as follows:
∂nd1 (r, t)
∂t
+nd0∇·ud1 (r, t) = 0, (5)
∂ud1 (r, t)
∂t
=
Zde
md
∇Φ1 (r, t)− γEpud1 (r, t) , (6)
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∇2Φ1 (r, t) = 4pie [Zdnd1 (r, t)+Ztδ (r−vt)] +λ
−2
D Φ1.
(7)
In a plasma with Te = Ti, the Debye length λD can be
defined as λ−2D = 4pin0e
2(1/Te+1/Ti).
By using a partial Fourier transform with respect to the
r and t dependencies
A (r, t) =
∫
dkdω
(2pi)
4A (k, ω) e
ik·r−it, (8)
we can obtain the following results:
nd1(r, t) =
β
(2pi)4
∫
dkdωeik·r−it
×
[1− ε (k, ω)] δ (r−vt)
ε (k, ω)
, (9)
ud1 (r, t) =
β
(2pi)
4
nd0
∫
dkdωeik·r−it
×
ω
k2
[1− ε (k, ω)] δ (r−vt)
ε (k, ω)
k, (10)
where ε(k, ω) is the dielectric function of the complex
plasma, which can be obtained by
ε (k, ω) = 1−
ω2pd
ω (ω+ iγEp)
(
k2λ2D
k2λ2D +1
)
(11)
with the dust plasma frequency ω2pd = 4pi(Zde)
2nd0/md,
and the ratio of charges β =Zt/Zd. Equations (9) and (10)
are our main result and the numerical results will be shown
in the next section.
The dispersion relation for the dust acoustic wave in our
3D fluid model can be easily obtained from eq. (11) and
has been derived by Shukla [28,29], and Piel and Goree [30]
as
ω2 = ω2pd
k2λ2D
k2λ2D +1
. (12)
Physically the difference between Mach cones in a 2D and
in a 3D complex plasma lies in the dispersion relation of
2D and 3D Yukawa systems.
Numerical results. – Since the maps of particle veloc-
ity vectors ud1 [8–12] are usually used to study Mach
cones, we then numerically solve eq. (10). The main para-
meters used in our numerical computations are all selected
in accordance with our experiment on PK-3 Plus [26],
which will be explained in detail later in next section. Since
the wake structures depend sensitively on the perturbation
velocity v, given in terms of the Mach number M = v/Cs
(Cs = λDωpd is the so-called dust acoustic speed), we will
discuss the influence of the Mach number on the wake
structures. In addition, the damping effect due to the
neutral-gas friction is illustrated by adjusting the normal-
ized damping coefficient γ0 = γEp/ωpd (equivalently the
discharge pressure p). The stationary spatial patterns of
Mach cones from the view of a moving frame in the plane
z = 0 in a Cartesian coordinate system with r= {x, y, z}
will be presented. These patterns are caused by construc-
tive and destructive interference of waves excited by the
test particle, and their structures are determined by the
wave dispersion properties of the medium as well as
the details of disturbance-medium interaction.
We first consider the wakes with weak damping, i.e.,
when γ0 = 0.01, to study the influence of the velocity
of disturbance on the wake structures. Multiple-cone
structures due to the back and forth motion of particles
in the disturbed regions have been shown in fig. 1, with,
respectively, M = 0.8, M = 1.1, and M = 2. According to
Dubin’s theory [13] of Mach cones in complex plasmas,
these multiple structures appear to be a consequence
of the strongly dispersive nature of the dust acoustic
waves. Furthermore, these Mach cones are composed of
compressional waves, which can be clearly observed in the
figure of the velocity field ud1. By comparing figs. 1(a),
(b), and (c), one can conclude that with an increase in
the Mach number, the opening angles of the Mach cones
diminish due to the well-known Mach-cone–angle relation.
In order to illustrate the damping effect due to the
neutral-friction, we then vary the neutral-gas damping
rate. Figure 2 displays the velocity field in the wake region
for γ0 = 0.01, γ0 = 0.2, and γ0 = 0.5, respectively, while
the Mach number is kept at M = 2. As expected, the
wakes are sharply damped and oscillations in the wake
region are soon smoothed out due to the decrease of the
damping length lD =Cs/γEp. It is seen that damping
at high pressures reduces the number of multiple-wake
structures down to two or even one, as in fig. 2(c). Similar
results have been achieved by the previous work [9,12,16]
and it is also found that the discharge pressure plays
the same role in the laser-excited Mach cones in dusty
plasmas [12,16].
Experimental observation and analysis. – In
order to support our semianalytic study on Mach cones
in 3D complex plasmas, one recent experiment from PK-3
Plus is demonstrated here. The PK-3 Plus on the ISS
is a parallel-plate capacitively coupled plasma chamber.
Both electrodes are circular plates with a diameter of
6 cm. It can operate with argon, neon and mixture of
gases at pressures between 5Pa and 250Pa and powers
between 0.01W and 1W. Silica particles of 1.55± 0.04µm
diameter and Melamine-Formaldehyde (MF) particles
of five different sizes from 2.55 to 14.9µm diameter can
be dispersed into the chamber. As for the experiment
described in this paper, 13.56MHz RF power was used
to partially ionize argon at a pressure of 9.6 Pa. The
discharge power is approximately 0.3W, with an ampli-
tude of 46V peak-to-peak RF voltage. After igniting the
discharge, silica particles with a diameter of 1.55µm were
injected into the plasma. A low-frequency function gener-
ator with frequencies above the dust plasma frequency
was used to close the void and finally form a homogeneous
45002-p3
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Fig. 1: (Color online) Map of particle velocity ud1 in the plane
z = 0, for different Mach numbers: (a) M = 0.8, (b) M = 1.1,
and (c) M = 2, with normalized damping rate γ0 = 0.01.
3D complex plasma. There were also few bigger particles
in the left-hand side pure plasma region, which were
presumably from particle growth. The particles were
illuminated from the side with a laser sheet and recorded
by a CCD camera at a frame rate of 50Hz. Viewing from
the side we recorded a movie. The field of view (FOV)
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Fig. 2: (Color online) Map of particle velocity ud1 in the
plane z = 0, for different values of normalized damping rate:
(a) γ0 = 0.01, (b) γ0 = 0.2, and (c) γ0 = 0.5, with M = 2.
was 35.7× 26.0mm2 with spatial resolution 49.6µm/pixel
horizontally and 45.05µm/pixel vertically.
In order to determine the velocity of the cone’s vertex,
along the width of the sample region (we will term
this direction as “x-direction”, and the direction along
the height as “y-direction”), we crop a 14.9× 4.5mm2
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Fig. 3: (Color online) Intensity summarization of a 300×
100 pixel2 region in the center of the FOV along the x-direction
at different heights. Shown are the results from five consecutive
frames, F1 to F5, which are color-coded (the color varies from
black, red, blue, green to pink). The inset shows the linear fit
of the peak position.
(300× 100 pixel2) region in the center of the FOV and
summarize the pixel intensities for each value of x, for all
possible values of y, similar as in ref. [31]. Figure 3 shows
the intensity summarization. Higher intensities correspond
to high particle densities, therefore the peak of different
lines represents the x-coordinates of the cone vertex.
Generally one can assume that the supersonic particles
move in a straight line at a constant speed for a small
path, which is about 3.2mm in our case for 5 consecutive
frames. The linear fit of the cone’s vertex x-coordinates is
used to determine vx = 1040 pixel/s = 51.61mm/s of the
supersonic particle, which is shown in the inset of fig. 3.
Note that here we assume that the velocity of the vertex
represents the velocity of the supersonic particle.
Examining the sample region in each frame, we then
manually measured the x-y coordinates of the cone’s
vertex. Using a linear fit, the moving direction of the
supersonic particle was obtained, which makes an angle
of about −10◦ with the x-direction. Therefore, the speed
of the test particle can be obtained as v≈ 52mm/s. Due
to the high density of our particle cloud, the conventional
particle tracking velocimetry (PTV) method could not be
applied in our case since the particle positions could not
be accurately obtained from the raw data. Alternatively,
we simply use a superposition method to generate a clear
cone structure [11,12]. A single compressional-wave Mach
cone is clearly exhibited in fig. 4. The cone half-angle α,
which is called the Mach-cone angle, is measured manually
to be 27± 3◦. Then we have M = 1/ sinα= 2.3± 0.3 and
Cs = 24± 3mm/s based on the definition of the Mach
number. This single cone structure agrees well with the
result from hydrodynamic model in the high discharge
pressure case, see fig. 2(c).
Fig. 4: (Color online) Mach cone in a 3D complex plasma. This
figure is shown as a superposition of three consecutive frames
shifted so that the cone vertexes in different frames coincide.
The blue color region is a pure plasma region with few bigger
particles. The green and yellow colors correspond to low dust
number density, while the red color corresponds to high dust
number density.
In order to determine whether the complex plasma in
our experiment was in a liquid or a crystalline state, we
analyzed images from our high-resolution camera, which
focused on another FOV close to the Mach-cone region at
the same time while our quadrant view camera captured
the Mach cone. After the analysis of 987 consecutive
frames, only 43% of the cells are 6-sided by drawing
Voronoi diagram for each frame, therefore we believe the
complex plasma for this observation was within a liquid
state since the degree of ordering was not too high. The
average particle number density σd0 in the whole 987
consecutive frames is calculated to be 61.4mm−2 in a
2.1× 7.9mm2 crop of the FOV by the high resolution
camera. Therefore we have the average interparticle
distance, a= (piσd0)
−1/2 = 71µm.
The outline of the Mach cone formation was as follows.
Bigger particles were trapped outside the main complex-
plasma cloud, which was formed by small silica particles
with a diameter of 1.55µm. Bigger charged particles can
be seen accelerating due to a mechanism that is not well
understood from the outer region towards the inner region
of the complex plasma. Since the supersonic particles
were charged, they scattered the nearby particles. This
scattering effect launched compressional waves and formed
the V-shaped structure, that is a Mach cone.
Concluding remarks. – This work presents a hydro-
dynamic model and observation of Mach cones in a
three-dimensional complex plasma under microgravity
conditions in the PK-3 Plus facility on board the ISS.
Numerical results of the fluid velocity of particles showed
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different structures of the Mach cone. Special atten-
tion was paid to the effect of the disturbance velocity
and neutral-gas damping. Multiple-cone structures of
compressional wakes have been found and the damping
effect may reduce the number of multiple wakes down
to a single cone. The observation of Mach cones in a
three-dimensional complex plasma under microgravity
conditions in the PK-3 Plus facility on board the ISS was
reported. A single compressional-wave Mach cone in a 3D
complex plasma was observed.
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